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What do Kewanee. III, Macon. Ga..
Bradenton. Fla., Keokuk.Iowa. ind Nliirray, Ky.,
all have in common?
They have all been named finalists for the
2013-14 Rand McNally's Best of the Road competition — specifically in the "Friendliest Small
Town in America" category.
Different from last year's competition, the
process began in July with an online voting scenario which ended on Sept.3.The finalists of the six categories —
also including most fun, most beautiful, most patriotic, best food
and best for geocaching — were named Thursday on
bestoftheroad.com.
Stephanie Butler, Murray CV B director of marketing, said the
next step in the contest involves the coordination of a threeminute video tour of Murray combined with a 100-600 word
essay describing why the award should be presented to the town.
Butler said both the video and the essay are to be submitted to
a panel of Best of the Road judges no later than Sept. 27.
CVB staff will work with a local video producer to create the
tour, she said.

CCHS student finalist for
national FFA competition
Special to the Ledger
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.. — More than 20 agricultural teachers and college professors from
throughout the U.S. recently met in Indianapoli,
to determine what FFA
members and teams will compete for top honors in the 2013 National FFA Agriscience Fair
Caleb Brannon of the Calloway County High
School FFA chapter in Murray, has been named
Brannon
a finalist this year in the Plant Systems ca,egory
in the Individuals in Grades 10-12 division of
the competition.
The National FFA Agriscience Fair is a key competition that is
part of the annual National FFA Convention & Expo Oct. 30-
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
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Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 77 North northeast
wind 7 to 16 mph. with gusts
as high as 24 mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear.
with a low around 52 North

Murray
IL Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

1

1
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northeast wind 6 to 9 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 75. Northeast wind 6
to 11 mph.
Saturday Night: Clear, with
a low around 54. East northeast wind 5 to 9 mph
Sunday: Sunny. with a high
near 82.
Sunday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 62.
Light southeast wind.
Monday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 82. Calm wind
becoming west northwest
around 6 mph in the afternoon.
Monday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 63.
East wind 3 to 5 mph.
Tuesday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 82. Light and variable wind becoming southeast
around 6 mph in the afternoon.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Patrick Bradley, a service technician with the Verdin clock firm of Cincinnati, Ohio, removes a hand Thursday from the east
face of the clock towi3r atop the Calloway County Courthouse in downtown Murray.

Clock tower undergoes renovation
Long-awaited
project at
courthouse
is finally
completed

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Murray. However. when 2 p.m. May 7 of this year
came, the job still had gone undone, leaving a
feeling that the,centennial was still not complete.
Thursday, that changed with the arrival of service technician Patrick Bradley from the Verdin
clock firm of Cincinnati, Ohio. Hands were
replaced on all faces,a new computer system was
installed, along with a new relay panel and gear

ne task officials really had wanted accomplished when it came to the centennial
celebration of the Calloway County
Courthouse was the refurbishing of its clock
tower.
.
It is believed that no bell had rang from the
clock for at least 20 years, while it also lagged in
giving the correct time for passersby in downtown

0

•See Page 3

City Council votes to draft amended alcohol ordinance
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council voted Thursday
to make several changes to the city's alcohol
ordinance in the weeks ahead.
The council voted to have City Attorney
Warren Hopkins to draft an ordinance that
would make several changes, including
allowing regular sales hours on Election

Day. Alcoholic
Beverage
Control
Administrator Kendra Clere said Senate Bill
13 recently changed the statute that barred
alcohol sales on Election Day, so the city's
Public Safety Committee recommended
changing the ordinance to reflect the change
at the state level. Councilman Robert
Billington Jr., who is on the committee,said
during the committee meeting that he was
not in favor of changing Election Day sales.

Clete said SB 13 had also condensed the
previous 88 alcohol license types into 44
types. and the city would need to use the
same wording in its ordinance. She said she
has also had issues with people trying to
purchase alcohol after midnight, which is
the city's cut-off time fOr sales. Another
change to the ordinance would be that signs

MISD board
passes budget
for 2013-14
school year

County Schools
OK tax increase
of 4 percent for
2013-14 year

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Education convened in regular session at the Calloway
County High School Thursday
night, unanimously approving a
four percent increase in real
estate and personal property tax
for the general fund before dismissing into executive session
to conduct the annual superintendent evaluation.
Kennith
Superintendent
Bargo said the increase would
generate nearly $200,000 based
on real property values and
sflould make up for monies
specifically lost from with-

•See Page 3

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
MORE SIDEWALK WORK:The work funded by the
Sidewalk Livability Grant continued this week on North
18th Street, where the sidewalk will extend toward
Coldwater Road and KY 121 North. Pictured are workers from Krieb Concrete Construction Company of
Murray.
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The Murray Independent
School District Board of
Education approved a budget
of about $14 million Thursday
night for the 2013-14 school
year.
Superintendent Bob Rogers
recommended the board's
approval after discussing various aspects of the budget. That
discussion was one of several
items superintendents have
been ordered to have with their
boards in relation to their evaluations near the close of school
years.
"You (the board) are required

▪ See Page 3
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II Murray finalist.

•City Schools...

From Front

Butler said their Facebook
page
(facebook.com/mur"We will be working over the
raykentucky)
and
Twitter
next two weeks to create a video
that highlights Murray," she account (6MurrayKentucky)
said."We hope to emphasize all will serve as a hub for the activof the different components of
ity in the following days.
Murray that come together to
"We will ask our followers to
make it such a friendly place.
"Just like last year. we want tell us their stories and why they
the judges to really get to know think Murray is the 'Friendliest
the people of Murray, because Small Town,- she
said.
they are what make Murray so
"Anyone
about
tweeting
special."
The panelists will be grading Murray and the contest should
the presentation on four criteria: use •BestoftheRoad."
the persuasiveness of the projOnline content can also come
ect, the originality and creativiin the form of reviews, which
ty, the volume of online activity
and the persuasiveness of online she said can be posted with photos to Murray's profile on
activity.
With online activity playing a bestoftheroad.com.
pivotal role in determining the
More information about the
winner. the CVB is encouraging
competition
can be found at
all Murray residents to be active
bestoftheroad.com
or by calling
with social media - especially
over the next two weeks.
the CVB at 759-2199.

•Clock tower...
From Front
clusters. resulting JO correct
times being displayed and - at
long last - the tolling of a bell.
"Everybody in towns look at
their clock and bell tower seriously," remarked Bradley, who
has been handling such jobs for
15 years."Really. I have no idea
why that is, but I do know,from
having done this so long, that
people just love clocks and bells
in their towns.
"This is a very gratifying job."
Among those providing praise
to Bradley and electricians that
also assisted in the work were
Calloway
County
JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins and
Johnny Gingles, a county magistrate, who headed the centennial celebration committee.
"What this means is that our
100-year restoration is now
complete." Gingles said. "I've
really been Wanting this one,
and it's a great day to see it happening. That old clock brings
back a lot of good memories of
having grown up here.
"I was afraid that it was going
to be too expensive to get this

done (original estimates were
around the $40,000 range),and I
knew we couldn't spend that
much of the taxpayers' money
on something like that, not for
that high of an amount. We were
able to get it down to a better
price, though (final price was
$13,860), so we feel better
about it."
Along with the clock renovation, the inside of the first floor
of the courthouse underwent a
lot of changes as well in
advance of the centennial celebration on May 7, New paint
was added to the walls, as well
as decor in the form of many
portrait photographs of several
former county officials, as well
as the courthouse as it has
appeared at different times over
the years.
"What we were trying to do
was get the courthouse restored
to its original appearance as
much as we can," WS said.
"And I am glad to,frally get
that clock fixed."

From Front
to pass a working budget in
September anyway so I figured
this would be the best time to
cover these matters," Rogers
told the board. The budget fell
under his discussion of
"Resource/Support systems Effectiveness and Efficiency of
District Operations," as stipulated by Kentucky Education
Commissioner
Dr.
Terry
Holliday.
Also included in that list was a
look at the district's facilities
and resources, with specific
emphasis on the Teaching,
Leading, Empowering and
Learning survey in which the
information is provided by
employees of schools in areas
such as school safety, work
environment
and
student
achievement. Rogers told the
board that all three MISD campuses scored well above state
averages.
In fact, Rogers was notified
before Thursday's meeting that

•CCHS student...

Murray High had finished in
"the winners circle" for being
one of the top 10 Kentucky
schools in this assessment.
•**

In addition, the board also
approved increasing the tax rate
for 2013-14 to 59.5 cents per
$100 for both real and personal
property, while holding at 54.4
cents per $100 for motor vehicles. That is a three-cent
increase from last year that still
leaves MISD with the lowest tax
rate of independent districts in
the commonwealth.
***
Also on Thursday, Rogers
notified the board that the
Kentucky
Science
Technology Corporation had
made 52 payments totaling
$6,900 in fee reimbursements to
Murray High students who took
advanced placements exams for
2013. This means those students
achieved the minimum score
required for having their fee
money returned for taking those
examinations.

national competition. The panel
of judges reviewed entries and
Nov. 2 in Louisville. To qualify, selected a maximum of 15 in
FFA members working as indi- each division to move on to the
viduals or teams in grades 7-12 national competition.
are required to conduct a scienThe 2013 National FFA
tific research project focused on
Agriscienee Fair is sponsored
the agriculture or food science
by Syngenta. Cargill and John
industries and win their state's
Deere as a special project of the
FFA agriscience fair.
National FFA Fountlation.
Individuals or teams compete
National
The
FFA
in one of six categories - aniOrganization
provides
leadermal, environmental or national
resources, food products and ship, personal growth and
processing, plant, power/struc- career success training through
education
to
tural/technical or social systems agricultural
- in four divisions - individuals 557,318 student members in
in grades 7-9, teams grades 7- grades seven through 12 who I
9, individuals grades 10-12 and belong to one of 7,498 local
teams grades 10-12.
FFA chapters throughout the !
First-place winners in each U.S., Puerto Rico and the Virgin
state have qualified for the Islands.

From Front

III City Council...

an hour or so before giving up:
on the local cab services and;
will be required to be posted in deciding they are sober enough,
stores reminding the public that to leave, putting themselves at;
there are absolutely no Sunday risk for a DUI or Al.
sales or sales between midnight
The council approved al
and 6 a.m.
$577,994.75
bid
from:
The ordinance will also Insituform Technologies, LLC1
change the definition of "disoron the CCHS visit to derly premises," which Clere for Phase VI of the sewer reha-1
From Front
Hachinohe,Japan,in early June. said would be more detailed biI itation project. Projects
Coordinator Peyton Mastera
drawn funding at the state level.
•
District Assessment
"We're getting a lot of push- Coordinator Brian Wilmunh than the current definition that told the committee that the city
back from legislation on want- said the class of 2013 averaged calls it an "unsafe environ- could work with Insituform to
ing to go ahead and fund a 20.6 ACT score - a marked ment."
make sure they stayed within
The council also discussed the
schools at a higher rate where improvement when they averthe $500,000 budget. The other
possibility of allowing alcohol
they used to be funded," Bargo aged a 19.8 as juniors in 2012.
two bids came in at $617,0177
sales
until I am. instead of the
said. "If we're ever going to
• Agriculture teachers Jacob current cut-off time of midnight. from SAK Construction, LLC
convince our state legislature Falwell and Bill Sampson recand $625,549 from Layne
Clere said the total of driving
that we need more money in ognized
five Calloway County under the influence charges had Inliner, LLC.
education, we had to be willing
The council also approved a
High School Future Farmers of decreased in the second quarter
to step up and take the four perAmerica students as 2013 state (April through June) to 36 com- $1,369,854 bid from Cleary
cent."
champions to begin the board pared to 38 during the same Construction, Inc. for the Old
Though tax hikes of any size
Bee Creek interceptor sewer
meeting.
period in 2012.
are not preferred, Bargo said the
replacement
project. The other
were
as
follows:
They
However, Clere said alcohol
four percent increase only
two
bids
in
at
came
•
Caleb
Biannon
Specialty
intoxication
charges
had
amounts to a three-hundredths
$1,391,523.23
from
Crop
Production
increased
in
20I3's
second
of a percent in the overall perPlant quarter to 29 compared to 12 in Cumberland Pipeline, LLC and
sonal property rate from 40.1(0 Entrepreneurship,
Systems
Agri-Science
Fair
20I2's second quarter. She said $1,448,000 from Youngblood
40.4.
• Rachel Ross - Job Interview this was related the fact that Excavating Contracting, LLC.
• At press time, the board
Mastera said the project would
• Cassidy Neal - Small after the bars close at midnight.
remained in executive session to
Animal Impromptu Speaking
many people have trouble hiring replace a major interceptor line
complete Bargo's evaluation.
• Megan Harper - Sheep a cab to take them home that goes from the wastewater
• Among approved consent
Impromptu
Speaking
because the cab services are plant at Bee Creek west through
agenda items, Bargo noted the
• Erica Rogers - Floral often occupied transporting the soccer fields, beside
request for approval for CCHS
people to Puryear. Tenn., where Culver's, across U.S. 641 and
to host Japanese students and Impromptu Speaking
As of the beginning of the they can but between midnight ends in the Walmart parking lot.'
advisors between Oct. 31 and
.,404:3-14 .soltoot -year, 34 state , and 3 ant. She said people who
Nov. I.
Finance Director Alan Lanier
Arriving on HalloWeittrThan tilinpiOnS-Mte the last nine are dniy nling to make it home also sununarized revenue from
visitors are making a trip based years hattbeen from CCHS.
in Murray often wait around for property taxes.

From Front

II County Schools...
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21 Washington Drive
3 bedroom, 2 bath. All rooms and garage recently painted. New carpet and padding.
Bathroom and laundry room floors tiled. Newly landscaped with fenced backyard. deck,
outbuilding,oversized two-car garage and concrete driveway. Covered front porch. Vaulted
ceiling in living room. Large master bedroom with master bath and walk-in closet. Split
bedroom design. Beautiful hardwood floors in kitchen, dining and entry way. Kitchen has
stainless steel appliances, eat-at bar, lots of counter space. cabinets and large pantry. 0.88
acre corner lot. Spacious,quality built and beautifully decorated! MLS# 70429

• 50 hp* [Fl. 44 mph top %peed 170 kr'
• Fully indepoideilt
• Can.( rt.bio-rear r.Ct olio area

Price reduced to $169,900!

5000FF
1 Family Sub-Compact Utility Tractors

Lottie Garland
270-978-1756

• 22.4-24.2 engine hp**
• Twin Touch hydrostatic transmission
• Standard 4-wheel drive and power steering
• AutoConnecr drive-over mower available
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JACKSON

BROWNSVILLE

DYERSBURG

MARTIN

PARIS

3 bedroom,2 bath home located in Briarcrest Estates. Beautiful hardwood floors and
vaulted ceiling in great room give this home a truly inviting feel. Home features a
large master suite with a separate tub and shower. Large walk-in closet. Exterior
upgrades include a large stained wood deck with gazebo, irrigation system, and a
whole house generator. Move in ready. MLS/t 71886

UNION CITY

Price reduced to $239,900!
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Could your child bully?
• gets
In the 15 years that I have
tried to help prevent and stop excited
bullying, a few parents have when conexpressed concern that their flicts arise
child mistreats others. They between
find it heartbreaking. unbe- others
• stays
lievable, and troubling. They
are good-hearted parents with cool durchildren who have gone.astiay. ing conin
All parents should be aware flicts
that their child may not ini- which
tiate attacks on others, but he/she is
By Allan L.
may be quick to join in. to directly
Beane, Ph.D.
President, Bully
laugh when someone is bul- involved
Free Systems, LLC
lied, or quick to encourage
someone to mistreat others. exhibits
They do this to avoid becom- little or no emotion (flat affect)
ingg, a target themselves.. They when talking about his/her bulknow they will feel trapped lying
• blames other people for
because they will be afraid to
problems
his/her
mistheir
about
adult
an
tell
• refuses to accept respontreatment. Sometimes they may
participate in the bullying to sibility for his/her inappropribe accepted by popular students ate behavior
• shows little or no remorse
who bully and to please othhurtful behavior
for
their
ers who encourage
lies in an attempt to stay
•
involvement.
have Out of trouble
parents
Some
• expects to be misunderexpressed concern that their
bullied child is becoming a stood, disrespected. and picked
bully. Approximately thirty per- on
• interprets ambiguous or
cent of children who bully are
acts as purposeful
innocent
also bullied. They don't want
uses these as excushostile:
and
they
everywhere
to be bullied
out at others
strike
to
es
others
bully
they
so
go.
• "tests" your authority by
attack before they are attacked.
Some times they just strike committing minor infractions.
out in frustration and anger then waits to see what you'll
because no one has protected do
• disregards or intentionalthem from bullies.
breaks rules
ly
parall
that
It is critical
is generally defiant or
•
that
signs
to
sensitive
be
ents
their child has adopted or is oppositional toward adults
• seeks or craves attention
adopting beliefs, attitudes, and
thoughts that lead to hurtful (positive or negative)
•attracts more than the usual
or destructive behavior, such
of negative attention
amount
as bullying. Your child may
is disciplined more
others:
from
potential
have
be a bully or
often than other children
to bully if he/she:
• seems mainly concerned
• enjoys feeling powerful
with his/her own pleasure and
and in control
• seeks to dominate weft well-being
• seems antisocial
manipulate others
• has a close network ,of
• brags about his/her aiatuwho follow along with
friends
over
superiority
al or imagined
he/she wants to do,
whatever
peers
• is impulsive, easily even when it is wrong
Hopefully, this article has
angered, and has low tolermade you more aware of the
ance of frustration
• a poor winner (boastful) signs that a child may misand a poor loser (anger, lies, treat others or is mistreating
others. In the next few artifights, etc.)
• seems to derive pleasure cles, we will discuss how parfrom causing fear, discomfort, ents can prevent their child
from becoming a bully and how
or pain in others
• equates respect with fear parents can help their child who
• seems to have little or bullies.
no empathy or compassion for
Allan L. Beane, PhD. is Presothers
• seems unable or unwill- ident ofBully Free Systems. LLC.
ing to see things from anoth- www.bullyfree.com, (270) 227er person's perspective or to 0431 located in Murray. This col"walk in someone else's shoes" umn is the third part of a series
• defends his/her negative that Will continue in the comactions by insisting that oth- ing weeks.
ers "deserve it," "ask for it."
or "provoked it"
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Home Alone: A caregiver's dilemma
A former principal cifi
elementary school who never
had children of her own, Dr.
M. retired after a distinguished
career in public education. She
and her husband of many years
settled into their trim, brick
colonial just a block off Main
Street in the small town where
they had lived for many years.
Since his health was failing, she became a devoted
caregiver. Things went along
uneventfully for a while, but
after he died, she went into a
decline. Neighbors who stopped
in to see how she was doing
noticed that the small house was
getting more and more crowded. Newspapers and books were
stacked into precarious columns
that towered over her as she
made her way from room to
room. The kitchen was not
usable because of all the junk,
and soon she avoided answering the door or picking up
mail from the mailbox.
Refusing offers of help, she
insisted she was fine, and when
she stopped driving voluntarily, those who noticed were
reassured of her good sense.
But not long after that, they
worried when they saw her
wandering around town with
no apparent goal in mind. One
afternoon when she shg,wed up
at the grocery store' still in
her nightgown, it was clear

she needed help. A distant
niece was contacted, a move
to some sort of constant care
facility was arranged, and the
house was sold.
Sadly. tales like this are not
unusual. We all know elderly
people who have struggled, or
are struggling, with a tenuous
hold on self-sufficiency and
rational thought. We wish them
the best, while at the same
time hoping not to suffer their
fate. The statistics, however,
are sobering. More than 5 million Americans are already living with Alzheimer's, so the
chances of suffering from the
disease or being a caregiver
with
one
for a loved
Alzheimer's are sobering.
Nearly one in every three
seniors who dies each year has
Alzheimer's or another dementhe
to
According
tia.
Alzheimer's Association, the
cost of caring for those with
Alzheimer's and other dementias is estimated to total $203
billion in 2013, increasing to
$1.2 trillion (in today's dollars) by mid-century.
An untold cost is the price
paid by caregivers who, aging
themselves, try heroically to
meet the day-to-day demands
of 24-hour care for a loved
one. Even with children and
grandchildren in the area, most
of the burden is shouldered

the
by
or
spouse
partner. who
have
may
health proband
lems
emotional
issues associated with
constant
caregiving
Some help is Main Street
available By Constance
Alexander
through volunteer Ledger & Times
Columnist
groups and
public agencies, but the
caregiver gets few respites from
daily responsibilities.
Since 2000 in Kentucky,
there has been an 8 percent
increase in;the number of people aged 65 and older with
Alzheimer's, and projections
suggest that by 2020. the jump
will be to 18 percent. Just last
the
to
year, according
Alzheimer's Association, 15.4
milliOn family and friends provided 17.5 billion hours of
unpaid care to those with
Alzheimer's and other dementia.
Statistics can give us pause,
but most of us do not stop in
our tracks until we see an elderly caregiver administering to
a loved one with Alzheimer's
or dementia. Their deeds are

often unheralded and mostly
performed at home, where they
are likely to feel isolated and
vulnerable.
In upcoming installments of
"Main Street." I would like to
hear from caregivers — paid
and unpaid — willing to tell
their stories. How do they
cope? What do they need?
What public policy changes
might help them? How do the)
navigate a sea of red tape
when seeking servires?
Stories that focus on specific issues are welcome. but
I am also eager to tell tales
of hope and courage. I also want
to provide information about
resources available to* caregivers at the local, regional
and national levels.
Are you a caregiver willing to share your stories'? Do
you know a caregiver who
would be willing to be interviewed? Are their agencies and
organizations that address the
needs of caregivers that should
be highlighted in future
columns? I'm listening.
Please let me know if you
have any ideas.
Read Main Street online at
Www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@twc Alum.

Why work?
As we have just celebrated
Labor Day last week with a
day off, hopefully, from work,
let's turn to Dorothy Sayers
(1893-1957), an English graduate of Oxford University—
no small feat for a woman
reading modern languages and
medieval literature in 1916 —
a mystery novelist, translator
of Dante, essayist, and Christian apologist, as she turned
her attention to the very idea
and necessity of work in her
essay "Why Work?" Sayers
published the essay in her collection "Creed or Chaos?"
(London: Methuen and Co.) in
1947, and in it she called for,
in her words, "a thoroughgoing revolution in our whole
attitude to work."
"I asked," she wrote, "that
it should be looked upon—not
as a necessary drudgery to be
undergone for the purpose of
making money, but as a way
of life in which the nature of
man should find its proper
exercise and delight and so
fulfill itself to the glory of
God. That it should, in fact,
be thought of as a creative activity undertaken for the love of
the work itself; and that man
made in God's image, should
make things, as God makes
them, for the sake of doing
well a thing that is well worth
doing."
Sayers asked directly,"What
is the Christian understanding
of work?" and she was a committed Christian. She explained
that "the only Christian work
is work done well." But she

also argued "that work is not,
primarily, a thing one does to
live, but the thing one lives
to do." I often take this line
from Sayers to say to an aspiring college student that undergraduate education is learning
how to make a living — yes
it is! — but it is, more importantly, learning how to make
a life. Sayers would agree.
Sayers weighed in on the
topic of compensation for work.
She claimed, "we have all got
it fixed in our heads that the
proper end of work is to be
paid for [it] — to produce a
return in profits or payment
to the worker which fully or
more than compensates the
effort he puts into it."
"But if our proposition is
true, this does not follow at
all,- she wrote. "So long as
Society provides the worker
with a sufficient return in real
wealth to enable him to carry
on the work properly, then he
has his reward." Now that's a
novel concept; that we should
be paid just enough for us to
be able to carry on our work!
In a world in which we
can't wait for the weekend to
come to give us a break from
our work. Sayers wrote that
"we should no longer think of
work as something that we
hastened to get through in
order to enjoy our leisure."
We should instead "look on
our leisure as the period of
changed rhythm that refreshed
us for the delightful purpose
of getting on with our work."
Sayers argued that "%e should

all find ourselves fighting, as now
only artists
the
and
members of
certain professions
for
fight,
precious
in
time
which to get Home and
Away
on with the
By
James
job
of Duane Bolin
instead
fighting for Ledger & Times
Columnist
precious
hours saved
from the job."
According to Sayers, we
must also tight for the quality of our work. "We should
clamour to be engaged," she
wrote,"on work that was worth
doing, and in which we could
take a pride." "The greatest
insult which a commercial age
has offered to the worker has
been to rob him of all interest in the end-product of the
work and to force him to dedicate his life to making badly
things which were not worth
making."
Although a devout Christian, Sayers nonetheless criticized the church for a diminished view of secular work:
"It is the business of the Church
to recognize that the secular
vocation, as such, is sacred.
Christian people, and particularly perhaps the Christian clergy. must get it firmly into
their heads that when a man
or woman is called to a par-

ticular job of secular work,
that is as true a. vocation as
though he or she were called
to specifically religious work."
"He must," she wrote,"be able
to serve God in his work, and
the work itself must be accepted and respected as the medium of divine creation."
Finally, Sayers casts a critical eye on the modern concept of service. According to
Sayers. "the popular 'catch'
phrase of to-day is that it is
everybody's duty to serve the
community. It is a well-sounding phrase, but there is a catch
in it: It is the old catch about
the two great commandments.
'Love God — and your neighbor ... The catch in it ... is
that the second commandment
depends upon the first." Sayers believed that we love God
and serve God through our
work. By "serving the work."
as she put it, we are serving
God. Or more bluntly,she wrote
that "the only way to serve
the community is to forget the
community and serve the
work." The workers' "first
duty" is to "serve the work."
If nothing else, Dorothy Sayers gives us something to think
about while we are on our
way to work in the morning.
Duane Bolin works in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at dpolin@murravstate.edu.
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Obama seeks to focus
on domestic issues
By JULIE PACE
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) With the prospect of a military
strike on Syria receding.
President Barack Obama on
Thursday tried to refocus on a
pressing domestic agenda as
key benchmarks on the budget
and health care quickly
approach.
The big unknown is whether
Obama's standing with the lawmakers he needs to support his
agenda has been damaged after
what even allies acknowledge
were missteps on Syria.
The president, speaking at the
beginning of a meeting with his
Cabinet, said that while the cri• sis in Syria still requires international attention. Washington
needed to turn its attention to
issues that matter most to the
American people.
it is still important to recognize that we have a lot of things
left to do here in this government," Obama said. "The
American people are still interested in making sure that our
kids are getting the kind of education they deserve, that we are
putting people back to work."
In the three weeks following a
deadly chemical weapons attack
in Syria. the White House has
been consumed with plotting a
potential military strike - a
step that is deeply unpopular
with the majority of the
American people, according to
polls. While the administration
had appeared earlier this month
to be barreling toward an imminent strike, Obama made a sudden reversal and instead decided

to seek congressional approval
for military action.
Even after administration officials briefed hundreds of lawmakers on classified intelligence.there appeared to be limited backing for a use-of-force
resolution on Capitol Hill.
Rather than face defeat, Obama
asked lawmakers this week to
postpone any votes while the
U.S. explores the viability of a
diplomatic deal to secure Syria's
chemical weapons stockpiles.
That pause comes as a relief to
Obama and many Democrats
eager to return to issues more in
line with the public's concerns.
The most pressing matters are a
Sept. 30 deadline to approve
funding to keep the government
open and the Oct. I start of signups for health care exchanges. a
crucial element of the president's overhaul.
On Wednesday,a revolt by tea
party conservatives forced
House Republican leaders to
delay a vote on a temporary.
spending bill written to head off
shutdown.
government
a
Several dozen staunch conservatives are seeking to couple the
spending bill with a provision to
derail implementation of the
health care law.
The president also renewed
his calls Thursday for an overhaul of the nation's broken
immigration laws, saying the
issue is still of "enormous
importance." While the Senate
passed a sweeping immigration
bill earlier this year, the measure has gained little traction in
the Republican-led House.
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WINCHESTER, Ky.(AP)- A Kentucky man charged in July.
with killing a woman has now been indicted on a murder charge
for. a 1995 death.
The- Winchester Sun reports a Clark County grand jury handed
down the charge on Wednesday against 39-year-old Lonnie Martin
of Stanton in the 1995 death of his cousin. 2I-year-old Joseph B.
Martin.
Earlier this year. police charged Lonnie Martin with murder in
the death of 25-year-old Kyla Kline, whose body was found in a
shallow grave on a Montgomery County farm.
Police said they reopened the earlier case after comments Martin
made while being interviewed about Kline's death.
An arraignment date wasn't immediately set.
Martin remains in the Montgomery. County jail. Online records
don't show whether he has an attorney.
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By KELLI KENNEDY
Associated Press
Dear seniors. your Medicare benefits aren't
MIAMI (AP)
changing under the Affordable Care Act. That's the message federal health officials are trying to get out to elderly consumers confused by overlapping enrollment periods for Medicare and socalled "Obamacare."
Medicare beneficiaries don't have to do anything differently and
will continue to go to Medicare.gov to sign up for plans. But advocates say many have been confused by a massive media blitz directing consumers to new online insurance exchanges set up as part of
the federal health law. Many of the same insurance companies are
offering coverage for Medicare and the exchanges.
Medicare open enrollment starts Oct. 15 and closes Dec. 7. while
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
for the new state exchanges for people 65 and under
enrollment
CHEMICAL SPILL: Members of Summit Envorinmental
Oct.
1 and runs through March.
launches
Services from Calvert City responded to a chemical spill
"Most seniors are not at all informed. Most seniors worry they're
around 8:30 a.m. Thursday near the Water Treatment Facility going to lose their health coverage because of the law." said Dr.
in the 400 block of S. LP Miller St. Bill Call, emergency man- Chris Lillis. a primary care physician in Fredericksburg. Virginia. "I
agement director, said the working tank for sodium hydroxide try to speak truth from the exam room but I think sometimes fear
overflowed, spilling its contents onto the workfloor and into dominates."
the parking lot. Known as a "caustic" material, Call said the
Next month,roughly 50 million Medicare beneficiaries will get a
crew used vinegar and citric acid to neutralize the liquid, and handbook in the mail with a prominent Q&A that stresses Medicare
a vacuum truck was called in to finish the job. No compromise benefits aren't changing. Federal health officials have also updated
their training for Medicare counselors, and are prepping their
of the water treatment process took place, Call said.
Medicare call center and website.
"We want to reassure Medicare beneficiaries that they are already
covered, their benefits aren't changing, and the marketplace doesn't
require them to do anything different." said Julie Bataille. spokeswoman for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.
But she said call centers for the state exchanges are already fielding questions from Medicare recipients and rerouting them to the
Medicare line.
AARP officials said they anticipate a spike in calls after the
Mayor recommends consolidating cities
launch date for the new state exchanges. lb help clarify
October
LYNCH,Ky.(API -- An eastern Kentucky mayor is recomfor seniors, the organization is holding various events
everything
money.
save
to
one
with
another
merge
city
his
mending that
such as a senior day next month at the state fair
country,
the
around
The Harlan Daily Enterprise reports Lynch Mayor Johnny
month, the group is also hosting 21 teleS.C.
Next
Columbia.
in
Adams made the comments Tuesday during a City County meetwill include hundreds of thousands of
which
town
halls,
phone
ing. Adams said the cities of Lynch and Benham should consider
seniors.
to
calls
phone
consolidating. Fie said the only alternative is charging Lynch resiSenior groups are also devoting resources to educating the 50- to
dents $14 more per month for municipal services that include
group who are next in line for Medicare, a segment that
65-year-old
water, sewer and garbage pickup.
affected by the health reform. tinder the new law,
greatly
be
could
Adams told a crowd of residents that the city is operating at a
to offer more benefits in some cases and are
have
will
insurers
that
on
deficit of about $4,000 per month and can't continue
they can charge older,sicker people. They're
much
how
in
restricted
course.
away those with pre-existing conditions.
turning
from
banned
also
Councilwoman Betty Hudack suggested placing a $10 per month
assessment fee on each residence for one year. and then removing
it.
The discussion was tabled until the next meeting.
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Health overhaul confuses
many Medicare beneficiaries

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
TRIM WORK: Joel Stansberry uses the Calloway County
Road Department's new tractor and mower, a John Deere
and Saber Tooth Tiger, to trim the grass and trees on the rightof-way of Bailey Road this week. The Calloway County Fiscal
Court met in special session last month to authorize the purchase of the new equipment.

Kentucky is expanding and planning to add 2(X)jobs.
Custom Food Products says it is investing $44 million in the
expansion project at its Owingsville plant in Bath County.
The company. which is a subsidiary of Idaho-based Cm hxxls,
processes meats, soups. sauces and tacos for food manufacturers
and foodservice chains.('T'I acquired the plant last year.
Company CEO Bobby Horowitz says C'TI had been planning to
grow its operations. and company officials spent time in
Owingsville before deciding on the expansion.
A statement from Gov. Steve Beshear's office says the state
Economic Development Finance Authority has preliminarily
approved the company for tax incentives up.to $3 million.

Guard to hold responsibility ceremony

Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 81 1 at 8 1 1
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.
For more information.
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
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FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) - The Kentucky National Guard will
have a ceremony to bring on a new top-ranking non-commissioned officer to oversee the training, welfare and morale of the
enlisted corps and act as the adjutant general's principal adviser on
such matters.
The change of responsibility ceremony is scheduled for 10 a.m.
Thursday at the State Capitol Building Rotunda in Frankfort.
Adjutant General Edward W. Tonini will honor outgoing State
Command Sgt. Maj. Greg Armstrong and incoming State
Command Sgt. Maj. Thomas Chumley.
A veteran of Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.
Armstrong has served as the state command sergeant major since
2009.
Chumley enlisted in the service during the Vietnam War and
recently returned from the Horn of Africa in support of Operation
Enduring Freedom.
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NIQUE 3 BEDROOM. 2 BATH HOME NEAR LAKE
BATH BRICK HOME SIFTING ON
REMODELED AND UPDATED BEDROOM, 2 BATH 1 BEDROOM, 1
RUSTIC FEATURES' Gorgeous cottage style
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HOME'This beautiful home offers a spacious kitchen with 2 LOTS AT PANORAMA SHORES'
home in the lake area that sits on 2 lots and
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a
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plenty of
features open and spacious rooms with a
place to live and entertain guest especiallarge utility room There is even a detached
rustic feel. The sunmorn is the highlight of
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garage with permanent stairs
ly with the large hack yard Only a short
home, which features a vaulted ceiling
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Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high -traffic location
for only $1 per day.
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1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854

Price% as of close of husinc,
tin September 12. 21113

Dos" Jones Ind.Avg. -.15,298.14 - 28.46

HopFed Banc*

105.73 - 035
472.00 + 4.36
3438 + 0.40
33.87 + 0.01
BB&T
14.48 0.17
Bank of America
1934 - 0.33
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 43.68 + 0.42
86.84 0.29
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp - 123.89 - 0.03
29.62 + 0.43
Yahoo
19.20 - 0.17
Foods
Dean
.87.98 - 0.86
Exxon-Mobil
1739 - 0.15
Ford Motor Co.
13.85 - 0.24
General Electric
3I.22 0.09
Glaxo Smith Kline
.298.77 0.77
Amazon

IBM
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds

Air Products
Apple
AT&T.Inc.

Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney.
Pepsico. Inc
Pfizer, Inc.
Regions Financial
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner
Ramorp

V‘ellPoint. Inc
Wal-Mart

11.10. 0.8A
190.73 + 0.03
.22.61 .011
18.62 + 0.95
.41.51 033
97.18 '0.2*
47.85 + 0.14
32.67.017
13.91 - 0.03
79.87 + 0.02
.2831 • 0.36
9.48 -0.07
C8.50 + 2.79
.62.80 - 0S2
16.87 + 0.19
88.46 • OM
73.91 • 0.14

Goodyear Tire & Rubber -1181 - 0.28

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270 753 3366 I 800 444 1854
Hours 8-00 a m -5:00 p m
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CASA Pirates vs. Ninjas Fun
Walk/Run,Chili Challenge set
Special to the Ledger
Special
Court-Appointed
Advocates (CASA) by the
Lakes has announced that the
Pirates vs. Ninjas Fun Walk/Run
and Chili Challenge is set for
Saturday. Sept. 28.
Participants are invited to
dress as either a pirate or a ninja
and take a stand against child
abuse and neglect by walking or
running itcross the Kentucky
Dam. The side with the most

Moms Connect to meet

participants wins. The Annual
CASA Chili Challenge, a competition between local teams,
will follow the run/walk at the
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park Lakeview Pavilion. All
proceeds benefit CASA by the
Lakes.
On-site registration for the
Pirates vs. Ninjas Fun Walk/Run
will begin at 9:30 a.m. on Sept.
28 at the Kentucky Dam Village

Datebook
Kale Dunn,
Community
editor

•See Page 7

WHAT'S Mt LUNCH?
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CONSTITUTION WEEK: Kealy Shoemaker, North
Elementary student, and Keni Simmons, fifth grade teacher at
North Elementary, prepare for a poster contest in celebration
of Constitution Week, Sept. 16-20. Constitution Week is
endorsed and celebrated nationally and in Murray, Ky., by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.

Dr. Arlon R. Young & Dr. Ronnie Hqfrnon
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Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of Sept. 16-20 have been released
by April Adams.Calloway director, and LeAnn Darnell, Murray director.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability, are as
follows:

Murray 1

Graham to speak at MSU's
'Conversation and Dessert'

CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat. wg: whole grain. rf: reduced fat, ff: fat free,
rs: reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily. Fruit offered daily.
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday - animal
crackers; Tuesday - turkey & cheese wrap: Wednesday - cheese.
crackers: Thursday - graham crackers; Friday - cereal.
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - french toast sticks
w 'symp: Wednesday - cereal & toast; Thursday - biscuits w/sausage
grav!, Friday - muffin.
Lunch: Monday - catfish. mac & cheese: Tuesday - pizza. carrot
sticks. strawberry cups; Wednesday - chicken fajita nachos, pinto
beans; Thursday - chicken nuggets w/roll, tater tots; Friday - ham
& cheese sand., carrots w/ranch.
Elementaries (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, chef salad served
daily) - Snack: Monday - pb&j grahmwich; Tuesday - yogurt; Wednesday - oatmeal bar; Thursday - cereal; Friday - pb&j sand.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - pancake & sausage
on a stick w/syrup; Wednesday - tornado wrap; Thursday - biscuit
w/sausage gravy; Friday - breakfast pizza.
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti. corn dog. broccoli w/cheese sauce,
tossed salad w/dressing. black-eyed peas. applesauce; Tuesday - pizza.
pb&j sand., tossed salad widressing, veggie bowl, whole kernel corn;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/ww roll, pimento cheese sand., tossed
salad w/dressing. green beans, mashed potatoes w/gravy; Thursday
- crispito. chicken sand., lettuce/tomato, baby carrots, refried beans,
applesauce: Friday - sliced turkey w/ww roll,cheeseburger,lettuce/tomato, lima beans. tater tots, applesauce.
Middle (rs/wg cereal. wg, ww bread/toast, muffins. chef salad served
daily) - Breakfast: Monday - bacon & pancakes w/syrup; Tuesday
- chicken biscuit; Wednesday - tornado wrap; Thursday - biscuit
wisausage gravy; Friday - bacon, eggs & toast.
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti w/ww roll, chicken sand.. broccoli
w/cheese sauce, black-eyed peas, tossed salad w/dressing; Tuesday pizza. hbs ribette sand., green peas. whole kernel corn, veggie bowl:
Wednesday - cheesy crispito. grilled chicken sand., glazed carrots,
refried beans, tossed salad w/dressing; Thursday - chicken nuggets
v. %VW roll, corn dog. green beans, mashed potatoes w/gravy, veggie
bowl; Friday - sliced turkey w/gravy. cheeseburger, lima beans. tater
tots. lettuce/tomato/pickles.
bread/toast,
wg/ww
(rs/wg
cereal.
High
cheeseburgers/hamburgers/pizza. oven fries, deli sand., vegetables, chef
salads served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday
- french toast sticks wisyrup; Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday
- biscuit w"sausage gravy; Friday - pancake & sausage on a stick
w/syrup.
Lunch: Monday - chicken patty w/gravy & ww roll, corn dog,
red & green peppers. cooked carrots, whole kernel corn, strawberry
cup; Tuesday - super nachos. fish sand., tossed salad w/dressing,
ham & cheese mac.
mexi bean salad, pinto beans: Wednesday
breaded chicken sand., broccoli w/cheese. sweet potato puffs, carrot
& celery sticks. applesauce; Thursday - chicken. nuggets w/ww roll,
tossed salad wldressing, mashed potatoes w/gravy. green beans; Friday
- catfish w/hushpuppies. taco burger, carrots w/ranch, cole slaw. baked
potatoes.
r

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will
annual
second
host 'its
"Conversation and Dessert"
event Monday. Sept. 16, at 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Small
Ballroom. Featured speaker Jeff
Graham will address domestic
HIV/AIDS and activism.
Graham, who is executive
director of Georgia Equality, has
been involved in a wide variety
of grassroots and legislative
advocacy campaigns and has
served as a director or board
member for several local and
national organizations working
on concerns related to gay and
transgender rights, access to
healthcare, community empowerment and HIV/AIDS. A dedicated activist since the midI 980s promoting fairness,safety

Baby Registry
Alicia & John Bell
Alisha & Tyler Bohannon
Laura & Travis Brown
Brittany & Mack Bucy
Brandy Cashion & James Walker
Lindsey & Tripp Crane
Mindy & Scott DeShields
Jessica & Michael Flinn
Kern & Dean Futrell
Katye & Jonathan Guess
Kathryn & Chris Hargis
Gaya & Dean Hart
Sara & Jon Hedges
Whitney & Adam Lassiter
Shoe & Adam Loomis
Mandy Marler & Justin Tripp
Tiffany Marlow & Ryan Irvan
Alexandria & Marc McCarty
Allie & Dustin McClain

MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily.
Murray PreschooVHead Start - Breakfast: Monday - cereal, toast;
Tuesday - waffle sticks; Wednesday - egg & cheese biscuit; Thursday
- Nutri Grain bar. Danimals yogurt. raisins; Friday - cherry frudel.
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti, garlic breadstick. corn; Tuesday chicken & cheese quesadilla, refried beans; Wednesday - roast beef
& swiss. potato smiles; Thursday - ravioli, corn muffin. broccoli &
cheese. applesauce: Friday - cheese pizza. cooked carrots.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) Monday - pancake sausage on stick; Tuesday - waffle sticks; Wednesday
- egg & cheese biscuit; Thursday - Nutri Grain bar, Danimals yogurt;
Friday - cherry frudel.
Lunch: Monday - ravioli w/garlic breadstick. roast beef & swiss.
tossed salad w/ff ranch, sweet potato gems: Tuesday - chicken &
cheese quesadilla. BBQ sand., baked beans, green beans; Wednesday
- fish nuggets w/roll, grilled cheese, potato smiles, carrots w/ff ranch:
Thursday - chicken & dumplings, chili dog. black-eyed peas. broccoli
wicheese. applesauce. raisins; Friday - mozzarella bread w/marinara.
turkey corn dog. green peas. cauliflower w/dip.
Middle - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday - mini
maple waffles: Tuesday - egg & cheese bagel; Wednesday - cherry
frudel; Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - mini cinis.
Lunch: Monday - ravioli w/garlic breadstick. roast beef & swiss.
tossed salad w/ff ranch, sweet potato gems; Tuesday - chicken &
cheese quesadilla. BBQ sand., baked beans, green beans. salsa; Wednesday - fish nuggets w/roll. grilled cheese, potato wedges. carrots w/ff
ranch; Thursday - chicken & dumplings, chili dog, black-eyed peas.
broccoli w/cheese. applesauce: Friday - mozzarella bread w/marinara.
turkey corn dog. green peas. cauliflower w/dip.
High - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday - biscuits
& gravy: Tuesday - egg & cheese bagel; Wednesday - breakfast
pizza: Thursday - sausage biscuit; Friday - mini cinis.
Lunch: Monday - ravioli w/garlic breadstick. roast beef & swiss.
chicken salad, tossed salad w/ff ranch, sweet potato gems; Tuesday
- chicken & cheese quesadilla. BBQ sand., ham salad, baked beans,
green beans, salsa; Wednesday - fish nuggets w/mll, grilled cheese.
grilled chicken salad, corn on cob, carrots w/ff ranch; Thursday chicken & dumplings, chili dog. mandarin salad, black-eyed peas.
broccoli w/cheese. applesauce: Friday - mozzarella bread w/marinara.
turkey corn dog. turkey salad, green peas. cauliflower w/dip.

Candy & Brandon McCoy
Ashleigh & Tyler Murdock
Brittany & Justin Myers
Jamie & Jordan Parr
Ashlee Redden
Bobby & Donah Arnett Roden
Lauren & Jordon Rudesill
Holly & Dave Rushing
Katie & Ben Salley
Kristen & Trice Seargent
Stacy & Kyle Swett
Lake Smith & Logan Freeman
Tiffany & Dustin Smith
Paula Stom & Kyle Bradley
Denise & Tom Thurman

and opportunity, he currently
serves as a board member of
Georgians for a Healthy Future
and the national Equality
Federation.
"While great strides are being
made on many fronts in the fight
against HIV/AIDS, we are sadly
slipping behind in some areas,"
said Jody Cofer Randall,
Murray State's LGBT program
coordinator.
Graham will present a brief
overview of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Following this presentation, he will participate in a
moderated discussion with the
audience about the issues
involved and broader social justice activism.
Sponsored by the LGBT
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender) Programming,
student affairs, the college of
health sciences and human services, the school of nursing,
Health Services, the Social
Work Program, the Gender and
Diversity Studies Program,
MSU Alliance, the Student
Government Association and
the Campus Activities Board,
this event is free and open to the
public.
For instructors who wish to
offer participation credit,sign-in
sheets will be available.
For more information visit
www.murraystate.edungbt or
contact Randall at 809-5040.

Coen/
.Werninciers
The following are reminders
of events scheduled this weekend that were recently published in the Murray Ledger &
71mes:
Ashley Renee Grooms,
daughter of Tony Grooms of
Murray and Amanda Tyson of
Danville, Va., and Joshua Alan
Heath, son of Ronnie and
Deena Heath of Hardin, will be
married Saturday. Sept. 14, at
6:30 p.m. in a ceremony at their
home in Murray. Invitations
were sent.

The Calloway County High School Class of 1963 will hold its
reunion this weekend. Class members will meet Friday, Sept. 13,
from 6:30-6:45 to attend the football game. On Saturday, Sept. 14,
the class will have lunch at the Murray City Park Pavilion, by
Playhouse in the Park, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. A tour of the high
school will be held at 1 p.m. A reception will be held from 4-6 p.m.
in the Stables at the Murray State University Curris Center, followed by dinner at 6 p.m. in the Stables. For more information call
Patsy Hale at 767-4208 or Della Martin at 293-3306.

Baseball 10u tryouts to be held

Bred's Baseball 10u Tryouts will be held Saturday, Sept. 21, at
Murray-Calloway County Park, Field 4 from 2-5 p.m. Players cannot turn I 1 before May I, 2014. Make-up tryouts will be
Wednesday, Sept. 25,from 6-8 p.m. at the Stables in Murray. For
more information contact Tim Hampton at 293-4901.

CCHS cheerleaders to host clinic

The Calloway County High School cheerleaders will host a clinic for grades K-5 on Saturday, Sept. 21,from 9 am. to 12 p.m. at
CCHS. Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. Every child who participates in the cheer clinic will receive a T-shirt and will perform during the first half of the CCHS varsity football game on Friday,Sept.
27. For registration fees and forms or for more information,contact
Coach Jill Herndon at jill.hemdon@calloway.kyschools.us.

Corvettes on the River set for Saturdaywill

The 12th Annual Corvettes on the River, a chanty car show,
be held Saturday. Sept. 14, in Paducah at the river. Registration
begins at 9 a.m., and trophies will be awarded at 3 p.m. For more
information or to register, visit www.fourriverscorvetteclub.com.

Fire Protection District to meet

A regular meeting of the Calloway County Fire Protection
District will be held on Monday, Sept. 16, at 6 p.m. at CCFR fire
station #1, 101 E. Sycamore. Murray. The public is invited to
attend.

Truck pull rescheduled for Saturday

The Graves County Truck Pullers Association has re-scheduled
its truck and tractor pull for Saturday, Sept. 14, at 7 p.m. at the
Graves County Fairgrounds. Tickets sold for the original event will
be honored. All proceeds benefit the Christmas assistance programs
of the Mayfi Id a Graves County public schools.

Downtown Saturday Market set
The Downtown Saturday Market will reassemble Sept. 14 from 7
a.m. to 12 p.m. on the south side of the court square. Items available will include tomatoes, beans, peas, squash, apples, peppers,
winter squash, okra, fresh breads, baked goods,farm-raised meats,
jellies,jams,salsas and handcrafts. For vendor info contact Murray
Main Street at 759-9474.

MWC Theta Department to meet
The Murray Woman's Club Theta Department will meet Monday.
Sept. 16. at the MWC clubhouse at 12 p.m. The program will be
"Vacation Memories Close to Home" by Theta members. Guests
are welcome.

CPS-3 scheduling still available online
The American Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Study-3(CPS3) will be Sept. 19-21 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital in the
North Tower lobby. Interested participants (men and women ages
30-65 with no prior diagnosis of cancer and willing to be part of a
20-30 year study) may still schedule to enroll at www.cps3murrayhospital.org or by calling (888)604-5888.
The Mr. and Miss Hazel Denim Days Pageant will be held
Saturday. Sept. 14, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church Family
Life Center,located on Third Street behind the church. The pageant
is for girls ages 0-12 years and boys 0-35 months. Dress children in
denim wear; no pageant wear. For more information call Alli
Hillard at 293-8985.

Death of a Parent support group to meet
The Death of a Parent support group, for anyone who has lost a
parent, will meet Monday night at 7 p.m. For more information call
Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646 or(270)210-4173.

Al-Anon support group will meet
Al-Anon, a support group for friends and family members of
alcoholics, will meet Monday night from 6:30-7:30 p.m. at
University Church of Christ. For more information call Diana at
227-0951 or Belinda at 293-5100.
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150 Outland School Road
Murray, KY
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Directions: 94E to right ore 280,
then right on Outland School Road

Passible Commordel/holdwillai Properly
Fantastic 3 acre property with wonderful
3000 square foot home Featuring 4 bedrooms, 2 full baths, a huge attached 2 car
garage with great storage, a detached 720
sq ft. home with separate utilities and open floor
plan, a detached 24 30 workshop with attached 42
x 54 warehouse, and a 24 x 25 additional building
Immaculate property and building% Howie was
completely gutted, remodeled and added on to m
1993 Great for a home based business and a great
buy' FALS 472616
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Children .c Clothing & Accessories

Contact Tammy Cothran
for more information at

KELLER

WILLIAMS

(270) 752-4712

,
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Class reunion set

Mr.and Miss Hazel Pageant set

Tessa & Patrick Walker

"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534

Moms Connect will have its first meeting
Tuesday, Sept. 17, from 9-11 a.m. in First
Missionary Baptist Church's fellowship hall.
100 W. 13th St., Benton. The non-denominational study will focus on "No More Perfect
Moms," by Jill Savage. Childcare will be available; donations are appreciated. The group will
meet the third Tuesday of each month during the
school year. Pre-registration is preferred by
emailing jenn56093@yahoo.com or by calling
(979)530-6843 or (270)527-7615.
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301 N. 12th Si

University Square • Murray. KN.
(270) 751 1492

For movies & showtimes
Call theatre line at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour info line
at 753-3314.
On your computer or smartphone
go to the Chen website at
wwsv.movissInmurray.coen
Al"forks"mated km
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Someone you care about might overindulge, regardless of how
Saturday,Sept. 14,2013:
put up a wall that you can't difficult it might be Look at the
I his year you feel unusually seem to break down If you give ramifications, then decide You
fortunate, and you'll manifest this person some space, he or could be missing a major point
concerning a financial decision.
what you want. Your desires she probably will come forward
Do not make any commitments
might not arrive in the form that Tonight: Out and about
at this present moment. Tonight.
you think they should, but it LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Get into a favorite game. Pick up the tab for dinner.
will happen nonetheless. Be
Exercise will reduce tension lev- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
careful what you wish for, as els. A dear loved one might
start 19)
you are likely to receive it. If discussing something that he or **** Others
seem to be very
you are single, you will meet she always has wanted to have enthusiastic, no matter what
someone through your friends, happen. You will be inclined to idea you throw out. You could
or a friendship could become manifest this desire. The two of be exhausted by everything that
more. If you are attached, the you will become much closer as is going on Remain sure of
two of you will experience a lot a result. Tonight: Pace yourself. yourself, yet process new information. A misunderstanding
of romance, but don't forget to VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
Your
imagination could happen far too easily. Be
work on your friendship as ****
speaks. Others respond in kind careful. Tonight: Out on the
well. CAPRICORN could be
and share their thoughts as town.
very attracted to you. Proceed well. A loved one
might surprise AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Photo provIded
A011 CHAPTER WINS NATIONAL AWARD: This summer, the Alpha Omicron Pi chapter of with care.
you with a choice involving a *** Sometimes you enjoy
goal that might not be totally vanishing and letting the chips
Murray State University won the national JWH Cup, the highest honor that any A011 chapter
can receive. A celebratory reception and parents' brunch for all active members of the chap- The Stars Show the Kind of grounded in reality. You have fall as they may. You want and
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; the gift of practicality. Can you need privacy more than most
ter, their parents, and A011 alumnae will be held Saturday. Sept 14.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; make it happen? Tonight: Hang other signs do. Try not to worry
loose.
about what others think. Get
1 -Difficult
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
into a major project where you
*** Stay close to home. You can bum off some excess enerARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Others look to you for have much to do, like convinc- gy. Tonight: Do only what you
their plans. Be ready for a lot of ing a family member of the right- want.
changes and good times. You ness of an idea that could influ- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
flex well and know how to ence both of your personal **** Surround yourself with
Special to the Ledger
inc. to serve Ballard, Carlisle, kynect.ky.gov or call 1-855- adjust. Someone will become lives. A male friend could push friends, whether you're at a
FRANKFORT. Ky. - The Fulton, Hickman, Marshall, 4kynect (459-6328) to learn very contrary. Your creativity you hard to go along with his sports event or off at your
idea. Don't be afraid to say favorite haunt. Somehow you'll
Cabinet for Health and Family Graves,
Calloway
and more about the program, which could help loosen up others -- "enough." Tonight: Settle in. feel
far-more upbeat as a result.
especially
this
person.
Tonight:
Services' Office of the McCracken
counties. is expected to help more than
Make it easy.
News
from an important loved
Watch
a
spontaneous
party
Kentucky
Health
Benefit "Community Action Kentucky 640,000 uninsured Kentuckians
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
one could toss you into an
begin.
Exchange (KHBE) announced is very excited the Community get covered by private insurance
**** Listen to what is going ambivalent moment. Worry
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
initial grant awards to agencies Action Agencies have been cho- plans or Medicaid and the *****
Make calls early in the on behind the scenes. You about this later. Tonight: You are
and organizations that will be sen to provide this vital assis- Kentucky Children's Health day. You will want to readjust know what is acceptable, and the party.
known as "kynectors" to assist tance to low income citizens Insurance Program (KCHIP).
your schedule, so make that you know your limits. The wise
consumers who enroll for who are deeply in need of
Open enrollment for individu- OK. Conversations could evoke move at this time would be to BORN TODAY
healthcare benefits through affordable options for health als seeking to purchase insur- many different thoughts. Listen not push too hard and to let Singer Amy Winehouse (1983),
kynect, Kentucky's Healthcare insurance," said CAK Executive ance through kynect begins Oct. to someone's words, and you matters fall as they may. Do not actor Clayton Moore (1914),
interfere with a child or loved actor Walter Koenig (1936)
Connection. A second round of Director, Rob Jones. West 1, 2013 and runs through March will gain more insight into what one. Tonight: Head
to a favorite
is
happening
in
his
or
her
mind.
grants for certain geographic Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.'s 31, 2014, with coverage beginhaunt.
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Tonight:
Choose
a
movie.
areas will be awarded later.
Executive Director, Janna York, ning as soon as Jan. I. 2014.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Internet at WWw.jacquelinebiGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
"We're pleased to have these stated,"WKAS will work with Open enrollment for small busi- *****
You will be happiest *** Curb a tendency to gar.com.
important partners on board local partners and agencies to nesses also begins Oct. I. 2013, dealing with one person
at a
with us to help Kentuckians target the 'highest need' popula- but businesses with 50 or fewer time. You usually feel good
enroll through the kynect mar- tion for the 8 counties of the employees will be able to around a close loved one,
ketplace," said CHFS Secretary Purchase area. This population choose to enroll employees in though he or she can be rigid at
Audrey Tayse Haynes. "As we could include individuals who plans offered through kynect at times. Your flexibility might be
needed in order to help this perapproach Oct. 1, the start date are near or below the poverty any point after that date.
son
process his or her feelings.
for open enrollment, it is more level for income, individuals
During open enrollment.
(EXCLUDING LETTERS)
important than ever that we be who lack 'Basic Prose' level lit- Kentuckians will be able to Tonight: Visit over dinner at a
fall & Halloween Wreaths • Metal Pumpkins • Scare(rows • Benches
prepared to assist people across eracy, and households that may compare and select insurance new restaurant.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Planters & Wall Baskets •"Nouveue"Candle • Fall & Horne Decor
the state in navigating the new not have a person over the age plans and find out if they quali- *** You
might want to see a
Hours: Thurs.-Fri.-Sot.-Mon. 0:004m-5:00,
healthcare options that will be of 14 who is able to communi- fy for programs like Medicaid situation differently, but you
available to them, whether pri- cate effectively in English."
Southaide Shopping Ctr.•641 South • Murray (Lookfor Banner)
and KCHIP by using the kynect could experience difficulty getvate insurance is the best option
Duties of kynectors will website, a toll-free contact cen- ting to the bottom of the matter. take *Aga
,
Appilcit •
•
,1
vW"
or they qualify for coverage include conducting public edu- ter, a mail-in application or in
under the Medicaid expansion." cation activities to raise aware- person. Individuals will find out
Proposals were to target spe- ness of health plans available if they qualify for payment
cific geographic areas, based.on through kynect; distributing fair assistance and special discounts
the state's eight Medicaid and impartial information about on deductibles, copays and coregions. Competitive grant the available health plans; facil- insurance. kynect will also be
awards are being made to itating enrollment in health able to assist small businesses
Community Action Kentucky plans; and providing referrals to with enrolling their employees
(CAK)for regions 1, 2,6 and 7 any applicable offices in the in health plans. and businesses
totaling approximately $3.4 mil- event of complaints and appeals. with fewer than 25 employees
lion. CAK will partner with
Kentuckians can visit the may qualify for tax credits.
West Kentucky Allied Services, exchange's
website
at

CAK,West Kentucky Allied Services
to assist with kynect enrollment

7:39M
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From Page 6
Beach parking lot. Registration
is $10 per participant on the day
of the event. Individuals may
pre-register in advance for $8 by
contacting the CASA office.
Groups of four or more may also
call for a discount. A team name
and participants' names must be
provided.
The walk/run will begin at
10:30 a.m. It is not a timed race.
Prizes awarded will include
Most Creative Costume, Cutest
Costume. All-Around Best
Costume, Best Group, and a
Team Spirit Award. The

walk/run course covers approximately three miles.
The Annual CASA Chili
Challenge will be held immediately following the walk/run at
the Kentucky Dam Village
Lakeview Pavilion. Doors will
open at 12 p.m., and the event
will last until 1:30 p.m. A $5
suggested donation is requested
per bowl. Each $5 donation
receives one "Crowd Favorite"
vote, with additional votes
available for $2.
To compete, teams should
make one or two crock pots of
chili, prepared in advance. Each

SUPPORTING AGRICULTURE

team receives one table to decorate in the "Pirates vs. Ninjas"
theme. Set-up begins at 10 a.m.
Official judging will held at
11:45 a.m. A registration fee of
$25 applies to each team.
Winners will be declared in the
categories of Crowd Favorite.
All-Around Champion,and Best
Booth.
This event is sponsored in part
by Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park.
For additional information or
to pre-register contact CASA by
the Lakes at 761-0164 or casaprkomurray-ky.net.
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INSURANCE SERVICES

SEPTEMBER 21, 2013
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
3ra floor, Cur r is Center. Mur[dy St,ite UniversIty

1-855 729 9153
www.LivingHealthyExpo.com
Tickets can be pirchaseci at
www.itickets.com
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FEATURED GUEST SPEAKER
MEMBER BENEFITS

KYFB COM

Keep it in your wallet and save
room for things like money.
DISCOUNT FOR MURRAY-CALLO WAY COUNTY FARM BUREAU MEMBERS
AVAILABLE AT THESE PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS:
• Eyecare Specialties
• The Murray Ledger & Times
• Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
• McKee; Equipment
• Sherwin-Williams Paint
• Enterprise Rent-A-Car
• Beltone

• Kenlake State Resort Park
• Barkley Lake State Resort Park
• Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park
• Office Depot
• Air Evac Life Team
AND MANY MORE!

John O.

Public

Member No..
County:
Phone:
Office
Exp.-

0000000123
CALLOWAY
3 03
(270)75-47
12/3112013

upon
Date.memoerstio s yatid

payment 0 dues

CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM BUREAU
270-753-4703• www.kyfb.comicalloway

Murray Ledger & Times
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This local church directory is brought to you by these businesses who encourage all to attend worship
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311 North 4th Street • Murray
(270)753-7000
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201 S. Third St. • Murray, KY
270-753-2411
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 930 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10 30 a m.

ASSEMBLIES OF COD
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m. & 600 p.m.

BAPTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road iHwy 444) • New Concord
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible School 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
884 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.

OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worshlp 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1045 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9.00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:00 am.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a m.

RHO% AWS 1%!MESSES

LUTHERAN

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Almo
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
& 2nd/4th Sun. at 6700 p.m.

FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
& 1s1/3rd Sun. at 600 p.m

NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

METHODIST

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 700 p.m.

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

pENTEcosTAL

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
mday Worship 830 am. 11:00 a.m. & 6 00 p.m.

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 600 p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10700 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 arn & 600 pm.

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 845 a.m.. 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Our Showroom A Open .11im.-fri.
612 South 9th Street • 753-5719

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.8, 6:00 p.m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
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NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.; Worship 8:50 a.m.

NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOD

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:45 p.m.

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.: Worship 11 00 a.m.

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 6:30 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11.00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner ot Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Klrksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 9:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00, a.m.
Sunday School 11 10 a.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
2705 Almo Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.. Worship 11:00 a.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

(' ATH01.1('

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 915 & 1030 a.m.
Sunday Worship 810. 9.15. 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

ST LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m., Worship 10-15 a.m

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.. Worship 10:30 a m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

INDEPENDENT

LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.; Worship 10:30 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.: Worship 10:30 a.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.; Worship 9.00 a.m.

Serve the LORD with gladness:
come before his presence with singing.
Psalms 100:2

•
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CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a m. & 6 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
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UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
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MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
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United
Grove
Lynn
Methodist Church: Worship is
at 9:30 am. Bible Study is at the
church every first and third
Wednesday night at 6 p.m. The
church is located just off U.S.
Hwy. 94 W. in the Lynn Grove
community at 37 Browns Grove
Road.
St. Leo Parish: A culturally
diverse Catholic community,
empowered by the Holy Spirit,
is committed to worshipping
God and providing for the spiritual development of the parish
and the larger community
through liturgy, service and
evangelization. Vigil Mass is at
5 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish
Mass is at 6:30 p.m. Saturday.
Sunday Masses are at 8 a.m. and
11 a.m.
Bethany Baptist Church:
Pastor David Cunningham leads
morning worship at 11 a.m.
Prayer service will be held
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. and
worship service will follow at 7
p.m. The church is located at
232 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church: Pastor
Ronnie Burkeen will speak at
the 9:30 a.m. worship service.
Wednesday night Bible study
for youth and adults is at 7 p.m.
Church buses are available. For
more information or a ride call
753-7060, 753-3949 or 2271566.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Jason Hart, minister,
will speak about"How Have We
Wearied You?" with scripture
from Malachi 2:17-3:1 at the 9
a.m. worship service and on
"The Good Life" with scripture
from Matthew 4:23-5:2 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Assisting
will be Todd Walker, associate
minister/song leader, Garry
Evans, involvement minister,
Phil Wyatt, Kent McCuiston,
Denny Jones, Chad Ward, Keith
York, Derek_ Jones, Nick
Hutchens, Bilhlirei•Mark Rogers

and Damn Wilson.
First Baptist: Pastor Keith
Inman will continue his sermon
series from the,book of Mark at
the 8:30 a.m. traditional service
and the 10:55 a.m. contemporary worship service. It will be
World Mission Kick-off Sunday.
Boyd Smith is pastor of prayer
and care, Micah Sugg is student
pastor,and Amber Sugg is director of preschool and children.
Grove
Pleasant
South
United Methodist: Pastor
Eugene Nichols will speak on
"That's Incredible" with scrip;
ture from 1 Timothy 1:12-17 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service.
Greeters will be Charles and
Jane Jackson. Acolytes will be
Morgan and Ellie Erwin and
Lyda Osborne. Nancy Phillips
will deliver the children's message. Darrah Clark will teach
Tracy
church.
children's
Edwards will keep the nursery.
A bus trip to Barkley Lodge will
follow the morning service.
Choir practice will be at 5 p.m.
Church members will sing at
Emeritus Tuesday from 2:303:30 p.m. Youth groups meet
Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m.
First Christian (Disciples):
The Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin,senior minister, will speak at the
10:15 a.m. worship service.'
Mark Dycus is minister of music
with Donnie Hendrix, organist,
Judith Hill, pianist, and Monte
Fisher, guitarist.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritten, pastor, will speak on "Nibble
Themselves Lost" with scripture
from Luke 15:1-10 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. Emily Brunn
and Jesse Lewis will be the
greeters. Brittany Lane and
Emily Brunn will be acolytes.
Ashley Barnard will deliver the
children's message. The choir
will be directed by Tina Sexton
with Pat Brunn, Ken Claud,
Renee Doyle, or Carla Halkais
as accompanist. Sunday night

Bible study and youth activities
for Kirksey and Goshen churches will meet at Kirksey at 6 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: The 11
a.m. morning worship service
will be on "To Sense His
Presence" with scripture from
Psalm 139. The 6 p.m. worship
service will be on "Our
Bridegroom" with scripture
from Psalm 45. Kevin Crawford
is music director with Mary
Davis and Glenda Rowlett,
musicians. The praise and worship team will lead the congregation.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham will speak on
"Why Bad Things Happen to
Good People" with scripture
from Job 1:1-12 at the 10:45
a.m. service and on "Dealing
with Depression" with scripture
from I Kings 19:1-12 at the 6
p.m. service. James Rose will
serve as Deacon of the Week.
Phil
be
will
Assisting
McCuiston, Robert Coleman,
Gene Collins, Scott DeShields
Jr., Tommy Futrell, Tom Lyell,
Charles Miles and Richard
Payne, ushers.
Westside Baptist: Senior pastor Matt Ellis will speak at the
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Scott Douglas is minister to students, Mike Crook is
minister of music and Penny
Perkins is children's minister.
Memorial Baptist: Martin
Severns. pastor, will speak at the
8:30 a.m. and 10:50 a.m. worship services. The lmani Milele
Children's Choir will perform at
the 6 p.m. worship service. The
church is located at 906 Main St.
First United Methodist: Dr.
Rick C. Dye will speak on
-Where is Your Joy" with scripture from Luke 15:1-10 the 8:45
a.m. early light service and 11
service.
traditional
a.m.
Acolytes will be Caroline
Koenig and Lauren Robinson.
Susan Blackford is Praise Team
director, Dr. Pamela Wurgler is
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Southpoint
Church of God to
hold Biker Sunday
Southpoint Church of God
Inc., 149 St. Hwy. 37, West
Frankfort, Ill., will hold its 15th
annual Biker Sunday on Sept.
29. Worship will begin at 10:30
a.m. with a complimentary BBQ
dinner afterward. The public is
invited to attend. For more
information call(618)937-4766
visit
or
www.southpointcog.com.

ith
a.m.
& 6:30 p.m.
ENTER
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load
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vide gospel music beginning at
11 a.m. A potluck meal will be
served at noon,and the public is
invited to attend. The church is
located at 995 Spring Road,
Almo. From Airport Road, take
Wrather Road to Spring Road.

Gospel meeting
set at Mayfield
fairgrounds

p.m. Sunday, Sept. 22. Guest
artist Devonda Treece will present hymn arrangements and
other sacred music. She is the
pianist at First Baptist Church
and accompanist for Paducah
Tilghman High School and
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
choirs. The recital honors more
than 20 years' service by church
pianist. Nancy Duke.

Kirksey UMC to
host community
breakfast

An old-fashioned gospel
meeting will be held Monday
through Saturday, Sept. 23-28,
at the Mayfield fairgrounds.
Kirksey United Methodist
Special music and singing will
will host a free commuChurch
start at 6 p.m. nightly. Speakers
Saturday. Sept.
breakfast
nity
Chad
will include Carl E.Smith,
Lamb, Randall Boyd, Mickey 14, from 8-10 a.m. at the
Fowler, and Ronnie Stinson Sr. church, 3691 Hwy. 299,
Kirksey, next to the county ballChurch,
Baptist
The public is invited to attend.
Greater Hope
park. A traditional country
711 River Road, will celebrate
breakfast will be offered,
Youth Day Sunday, Sept. IS.
biscuits and gravy.
including
the
be
will
Hendley
Cameron
and bacon. The
eggs
sausage,
guest speaker at 11:15 a.m.
Center, public is invited to attend. Any
Worship
Praise
Higher
will
There
Lunch will be served.
Hwy. 641 N.. Murray, will hold donations benefit area food
be youth performances and outfundraiser Saturday, Sept. 14, pantries.
a
side activities. The Rev. Jevon
6:30 a.m. to 1:3( p.m.
from
Q. Catlett, pastor, invites the
sandwiches and sides will
BBQ
public to attend.
be available from 10:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Proceeds support the
church's Manna ministry. The
The West Murray church of
public is invited to attend.
Christ, at the corner of Doran
Road and Holiday Drive, will
hold a gospel meeting Sunday.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Sept. IS. through Wednesday
will hold its annual homecomSept. 18. Thailer Jimerson will
Immanuel Baptist Church, be the speaker. Services are
ing Sunday. Sept. IS. Sunday
School will begin at 10 a.m., 3465 Buckner Lane. Paducah, Sunday at 10 a.m., 10:50 a.m.,
and For Heaven's Sake will pro- will host a free piano recital at 3

Greater Hope to
celebrate Youth
Day

ROVE
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Higher Praise to
hold fundraiser
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Spring Creek
to hold
homecoming

West Murray CoC
to hold meeting

Murray Masonic Lodge #105
Hwy. 121 North • Murray, KY 42071

org
12th St.
rray

services. Special music will be
by Kathy Ligon,Julie Stone and
Susan Yarbrough. Greeters will
be Linda Harding and Myma
Phillips. Max McGinnis is worship leader, Pamela Seward is
pianist and Janet Arnold is
organist. Teen kids, youth
groups, Bible study and prayer
will be held Wednesday at 7
p.m.
of
Church
Friendship
Christ: Charles Taylor will lead
the adult Bible class at 10 am.
with scripture from John 6 and
7. The 11 a.m. sermon is titled
"A God for Every Age" with
scripture from Isaiah 46:3-4.
The 6 p.m. sermon is titled "A
Good Soldier" with scripture
from 2 Timothy 2:4.
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
Carol Wade will speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Chris Mitchell is choir director.
Christy
is
Accompanist
D'Ambrosio.

OPEN HOUSE
Sun.,September 15,2013• 2-4 PM
2362 Bayridge Road • New Concord, KY 42076
Immaculate 4 bedroom, 3 full bath, 2
half bath custom built home on a 1 acre
waterfront loll This dream gourmet
kitchen features an oven warmer,
prepsink, and walk in pantry All full
bathrooms have heated floors This
must see lake home also boasts a stone
wall in the entryway, 4 fireplaces, a large master suite %via coffee bar, custom cabinets and
basement wibuilt-in generator, storm shelter & kitchenette Covered dock is in year around
deep water wa hydro hoist boat lift' Don't miss this amazing property! MIS 172601

Trey Morris,REALTOR • 270-705-4388
Gift Basket Drawing Sponsored by Annie Sutter US Bank
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3855 SI RI 15 North • Mayfield. KY 12066
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MICHAEL HARRIS. Broker/AuctIoneor
,4
KENNETH HARRIS. Broker/Auctioneer * it 0‘,1,;
1,1
BEN BOLINGER. Realtor/Atict

800-380-4318

270-247-3253 18

NEW

CONCORD

Gospel Meeting

and 6 p.m.; Monday at 7 p.m.;
Tuesday at 7 p.m.; and
Wednesday at 7 p.m.Topics will
the
"Believing
include
Resurrection," "The
Uniqueness of Christianity,"
"Salty Speech." "Enslaved to
Freedom,""Let Marriage Be
Held in Honor" and "The
Cruciform Life." The public is
invited to attend. For more
information call 873-9955.

Imani Milele
Children's Choir
to sing
The lmani Milele Children's
Choir will present a program
titled "Pearl of Africa" during a
stop on their Rhythm of Hope
U.S. Tour at Memorial Baptist
Sunday, Sept. IS, at 6 p.m. The
choir is made up of orphaned
and vulnerable children that are
beneficiaries of the lmani
Milele Children child-care program. The public is invited to
attend

September 20-22
Speaker: David Sain
Friday & Saturday at 7:00 p.m.

Sunday... Homecoming
• Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
• Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
• Fellowship Meal 11:00 a.m.
• Evening Worship
12:30 p.m.

Church
Homecoming

121 Artesian Dr.• New Concord. KY 42076
270-436-5635
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

For Zero-Turn Excellence,
Turn Here

TORO]

Immanuel Baptist
to host recital

FISH FRY
753-3714

Chancel Choir director and Joan
Bowker is organist.
University Church of Christ:
Charley Bazzell will speak on "I
Want You To .. ." with scripture
from Exodus 3:10-11 at the 10
a.m. and 5 p.m. worship services. Danny Claiborne is worship
leader, Braxton Bogard is scripture reader. Mark Hurt leads
opening prayer, Walter Mehr
presides at the Lord's Table, and
Don Futrell leads closing prayer.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Mackie Gallimore, minister,
will speak on "Redemption:
Ransomed from Sin- with scripture from Hebrews 9:11-15 at
the 9:50 a.m. worship service
and on "The Unusual Style of
the Bible" with scripture from I
Peter 3:15 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Wednesday night Bible
study is at 6 p.m.
Northside Baptist Church:
Pastor Brett Miles will speak at
the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m worship

CHURCH OF CHRIST

CHURCHES

NTECOSTAL
Concord
& 6:00 p.m.

/4'fltJilpI.

Various
have
churches
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
North
Grove
Pleasant
Cumberland Presbyterian:
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak at the 11 am.
worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler, pastor, will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship
services will be held at II a.m.
and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7
p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday
school is at 10 am. The church
is at 2191 St. Rt. 94 E., Murray.
Dexter Baptist: Bro. David
Little, pastor, will speak at both
the II am. and 6 p.m. worship
services.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian: A worship service will be held at 11 a.m. at the
church, 2674 Magness Road.
Sunday school is at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing, pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Wednesday Bible Study is
at 7 p.m. For more information
call 761-4815.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church: Bro. David Allbritten,
pastor, will speak at the II am.
worship service. Their website
is www.kirkseyumc.org. For
more information call 489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist
Church: Robert McKinney,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Tuesday and Wednesday
night Bible studies are at 6:30
p.m. Youth Bible study is
Wednesday at 7 p.m. For a ride
to church, call Jimmy Burkeen
at 227-6373.
Old Salem Road Missionary
Baptist Church: Bill Ramsey
will speak at the 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. The
church is located 2447. Old
Salem Road, Murray.

Saturday, Sept. 14, 2013 • 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
Fish, Cole Slaw, Fries,
Hushpuppies and Drink

0°0 for 48
mont hs • •

14

TImeCutter SS zero-turn mowers

Starting at '2799
• 3-in-f cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

MURRAY HOME4Si AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-753-2571

"All You Can Eat" — $7.00

7101

COME JOIN EIS'
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the hrst insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.0.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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ADVANCED
Practitioner
Nurse
Registered
needed for Western KY
Correctional Complex
in Fredonia. KY FullThe
time Mon - Fri
position provides a
wide range of professional nursing services
to include assessment,
diagnosis and treatment, physical examinations, patient counseling for offenders
housed in the correctional facility Please
forward resume to
CorrectCare
Integrated Health HR@correctcare.com
or Fax
(855) 715-0852 EEO

Gray's Flea Market
609 South 4th St
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Doors close 9-15-2013
10°'.-50°. OFF
Phone
(270) 227-8947

Lynn Grovel;
Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Kay

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month tree!
•New Climate Control
Available
*247 Surveillance
Pest Control
East
I hvy
,"()()'75 t4() or
2711 4,-,5 (.1 ),

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers as
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

:
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Pt hen: Euesdai s 6-7pm
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5.1 per class
Bring: Inert, safer.
'Ted: iii dance). Hs
thrilling ri Him. of
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and reggarton.

g
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St'f; lot
Instructory.
Chanel Sch.rack &
Belinda Pi nods

Lord and Found

LOST
Mens Polo prescription
sunglasses in black
case Lost Beckett Dr.
Oxford & N 16th area
Reward
270-293-4676

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Basic technician positions are available in our tractor and trailer shops.
Successful candidates are offered their choice of assignment.
Prospective employee should possess basic automotive repair skills. Past
experience does not have to include direct Class 8 tractor or trailer experience, necessary training will be provided at no cost. Basic experience
and general knowledge expected of candidates are in areas of preventive
maintenance, air conditioning, brakes maintenance, vehicle electrical systems repair. general mechanical skills and willingness to work with a computerized maintenance reporting system Troubleshooting and diagnostic
abilities are a definite plus.
Candidates must possess a positive attitude and take pride in being part
of a team philosophy. Candidates must provide basic tools. Flexible or
fixed scheduling can be provided. Compensation is commensurate with
experience and abilities. Opportunities for career advancement and
advanced training are available for competent and dedicated individuals.

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
Materials
FEDERAL
Company has immedifor
openings
ate
Concrete Mixer Truck
Operators. Experience
is not necessary. CDL
preferred, but training
is available. Safe driving record, good work
history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more. Apply
in person at any location.No phone calls.
Positions are available
KY,
in:
Paducah,
Calvert. KY, Murray,
KY,
Cadiz,
KY,
KY.
Princeton,
Bardwell, KY. Learn
at
more
i.vww.fmcl.com.

PTL is a drug free work place and candidates are subject to pre-employment and random drug screenings. PTL is an equal opportunity employer
and minorities are encouraged to apply
Interested candidates must complete an employment application prior to
interview. Applications may be obtained from PTL Human Resources or
by visiting the Maintenance facility on Max Hurt Drive in Murray. KY

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES,INC.

Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1080
Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn,
you will be redirected
to johnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you.

(A/ricti,-07/ Position Opening for:
' LOAN ORIGINATOR
•Associates Degree AND
•Two years' secondary mortgage market/loan
origination experience, OR
*BS Degree in business or related subject, OR
•Four years secondary mortgage
market/loan origination experience
•Position located in Murray, Kentucky
•Salary commensurate with education and experience
Applications will be taken from Wednesday. September
11 through Tuesday, September 17 at the Murray Service
Center located at 1401 North 12th Street in Murray, at
the Admin Office at 408 East Broadway in Mayfield or by
contacting Malinda Scoggins, HR Manager at
mscoggins@rivervalleyagcredit.com
Office hours are Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS
Applications will be accepted on September 16, through September 20.
2013, between the hours of 800 a.m. and 4130 p.m. at the Employment
and Training Office at 319 South 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky, for the
following position:
QUALIFICATIONS
• High School Diploma or GED
• Valid Driver's License with clean driving record, CDL preferred.
• Previous experience working with the general public helpful
• Full Job Descnption available at the Mayfield Employment Office
• In accordance with KRS 96.740 applicant must not be related within the
third degree to any member of the Electric Plant Board or to the Mayor of
the City of Mayfield or to any member of the Mayfield City Council
• Physical examination including drug screening will be required of

1 yr....____$1

successful candidate
NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AT THE OFFICE OF
MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS. ALL INTERESTED
PERSONS MUST APPLY AT AND DIRECT ALL QUESTIONS TO THE
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE.

All Other Mail
r Purvey., A BeChellee)
Subscriptions
1
1 3 ino.------$4&00 3 mo.
.$96.00
6m°. —
1 6 mo.—.--.....$00.00
1 yr.--$12&00 1 yr.
Rest of KY/TN

MAYFIELD ELECTRIC & WATER SYSTEMS IS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Visa

Name_ _
Hairstylist Stop by
Kolor Me Krazy 403
Chestnut, Murray or
Henson
call Katie
Of
(270761-7800,
(270)816-3143

I St. Address
I
City
1
Zip
1 State
1
Daytime Ph
1
Mail this coupon with payment to

1
1
•

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
parson after 7:00PM.
.1

No phone calls.

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns Seasonal
employment. We will
train Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531

Murray
Save-A-Lot
Is now accepting
applications for
Position of
Meat Manager.
Apply in person.
No phone calls,
please

mail to P. 0. Box 736,
Mayfield, KY 42066,
mail
e
jackie.e@wkas.info , or
fax 270.247.2158 no
later than 9/18/2013.
West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. is an
opportunity
equal
employer. This program is funded in part
under a contract with
the Kentucky Cabinet
and
Families
for
Children Services and
with funds from the
U.S. Department of
Health and Human
Services

AIM
SALESMAN DRIVER
INSTALLER
Lake Region Propane
Gas in Hardin has an
opening for a local
propane gas delivery
salesman truck driver
and tank installer.
Must have CDLHazMat Tanker, best
lob with excellent pay
and benefits.
Please call
(270)354-8011 or
1-800-874-4427
ext. 144
or email:
infogupgas.com

070
Position Wanted

SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS, a Murray,
KY manufacturer of
scoreelectronic
boards is seeking an
individual with diversified qualifications
for the position of a
full time CustomerService
Technical
Representative.

Will sit with elderly.
references
Great
(270)227-5069

childcare
Qualified
provider, 15 years
e xperience.
Reasonable rates. Call
Shirley at
(270)227-9810

Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include
working with a business to create
advertising plans and develop new
accounts in Murray and surrounding
areas. Must enjoy working with the public

experience is required.

No on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071
or
ads@murrayledger.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The United Way of Murray-Calloway County
seeks a proven leader as its next Executive
Director. The qualified candidate will possess
strong public speaking, marketing, financial, •
community relations, and leadership skills.
The ability to work with volunteers and other
non-profit leaders, manage staff, handle
multiple tasks, and pay close attention to detail
is essential for this small office. In addition, the
position will involve maintaining and creating
collaborations with other community groups.
Bachelor's degree required with advanced
education preferred, demonstrated professional
fundraising experience and knowledge of the
local community and human services are also
required. Non-profit management, especially in
the United Way organization is preferred.
Computer skills in Word, Excel. QuickBooks,
database software and social media are
necessary.
For confidential consideration, please
submit letter of interest, resume and salary
requirements by 9/16/13 to:

Internet Technician

Local Mall
1 Home Delivery
'Callowayl
.430.00
1 3 mo.
6 me..........-...S55.00
6 ino.
1 1 yr..----.$105.00
05.00

Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

For Phone Interview Call:
1-859-221-4358

all part of an excellent benefit package.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Money Order

• Paid Training
• Leads in Local Area
• Salary Plus Bonuses

Paid holidays and vacation, health and
dental plans, salary plus commission, are

_
Human Resources

244 lour • 6i.t tut'

UllinaR &TIMES

I Check

Postition Provides:

and be self-motivated. Degree in advertising
'or marketing is preferred. Previous sales

e Subscribefor all your hometown football action'
e

e

• Proven Work Ethic
• Strong People Skills
• Know Local Area

Mechanic's Helper
PTL has openings for a limited number of candidates to work as a
mechanic's helper. This lob is an "earn while you learn" opportunity.
Necessary skills training is provided at no cost. Basic skills desired are a
team member attitude, repair oriented aptitude, desire to become a technician, and willingness to work non-traditional schedules. Basic tools or
ability to secure basic tools required. Advancement to Technician is
accomplished at candidate's own rate of successful completion of required
training and demonstrated hands on development.

GET INTO tig
THE GAME
1
1

Sales Management
Looking for a particular
type person with:

Paschall Truck Lines, Inc , a 48-state truckload carrier based in Murray,
Kentucky has immediate openings available for vehicle technicians and
mechanic helpers. These lobs are based at PTL's corporate maintenance
facility located in Murray. KY Minimum requirements for each classification are defined as follows
VEHICLE TECHNICIAN

Help Wimted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

Doug Eberhart. President,
United Way of Kentucky,
PO Box 4653, Louisville, KY 40204
or email to:
Doug.Eberharttluwky.org.

Building Bridges from our house to yours
Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
LPN position We also offer an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.

The successful candidate will be highly
organized, have the
trouto
ability
bleshoot and effectively communicate
service
technical
Information to customers while documenting the process
through an electronic
ticket system.

140
Want to Buy

This position may
occasional
require
travel for on-site
repair of scoring
Well
equipment.
qualified candidates
will have some electronic experience and
or experience in a
customer service call
center role.
S port able
Scoreboards is a
solid, growing company that offers train:
competitive
ing,
wages and benefits.
Please apply at: 106
Drive,
Hurt
Max
Murray KY 42071 or
email resume to:
recrultingascoreboardtcorn

Deaf.
3BR, 2BA.
manuf.
Open hoor p
iot fenced
$49.900
Evans 4 R
270-2C
2BR, & lot
753-6012

2 BR No PE
293-6116

1 BR 1 BA.
orated,local
Kirksey are.
suitable for
CiHiA; WiD
water provic
pets, no ex(
5400/month
sit required/
lease requir
(270)753-7g
7pm
1 bedroom .
Various
Coleman F
753-9898
1 OR 2br
downtown
Lease an
required 7).

"ANTIQUES", gas. oil
& soda signs, pump.
military. Call Larry
753-3633

Callowa)

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

270-7!
1505 Du
TDD 1-80
Exi

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator,
stove,
electnc & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-726-4077.

West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. will be
Local, affordable,
accepting applications
farm fresh,
for the position of Inarass-fed beef.
Person Assister (IPA)
USVLrinaVVed
for kynect - Kentucky's
no I iormones
no anti-biotics.
H ealthcare
Select cut or bulk.
Connection- in 8 counDiscount for 100+ lbs
Specialty items
ties of the Purchase
frozen patties, tallow,
Duties will bones,
Area.
bone-in ribeyes
conducting
include
Call Stacie at
(270) 227-1614
public education activialmerfarmsbeef.corn
ties to raise awareness
of healthcare options,
distribution of fair and
impartial information
about the available
health plans, facilitating
LARGE
enrollment in health
SELECTIONSELECTION
plans, and providing
USED APPLIANCES
referrals to appropriate
WARD ELKINS
agencies
partner
605 E South 12th St
through the duration of
the contract. Training
(270)753-1713
will be provided by the
160
Health
Kentucky
Nome Furnishings
Exchange.
Benefit
Excellent benefit package and competitive
Resumes BED Queen Pillow Top
salary.
applications mattress set. NEW in
and/or
should be submitted to plastic. $195
Eubanks, 270-293-4121.
Jackie
Program Manager, via Can deliver

Apply in person at
Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
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2004 Toyota Sienna XLE, 7 passenger FWD,
V6, tow package, heated front seats, power
mirrors. DVD middle seat/headphones,
moon roof One owner, 112.240 miles, new
battery Bridgestone tires 4000 miles,
$12,500. Located by Dollar General on S
12th Call Johnny McDougal 270-227-3409
160
Home Furnishings

BRAND NEW PILLOW DOG
Obedience
Top Mattress Sets Stil
glendhenmere corn
in plastic King $375 (270)436-2858
Full $175
410
270)293-4121
Public Sale
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Dexter area:
3BR, 28A. 2001 28x40
manut. home.
Open floor pan 1:2 acre
lot fenced in back yard
$49.900
Evans,
270-205-1650

Cail Brent
4 Rivers Realty

2BR, 8 lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 BR No Pets.
,
293-6116
Apartments For Rent
1 BR 1 BA, newly decorated,located in
Kirksey area, most
suitable for 1 person.
CJH/A; W/D hookups;
water provided. No
pets, no exceptions.
$400/month/$400/depo
sit required/1 year
lease required.
(270)753-7463 after
7pm
1 bedroom apartments.
Various
locations.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1400-545-1833
Ext. 283 J6

r Equal opportunity

c

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD 4 711

2BR 12 mi south of
Murray.$650/mo inc
$600/dep
utilities.
(270)873-9013
Nice 3BR 26A 3 carport, all appliances,
near MSU. $900 +
deposit No pets, no
smoking
(270) 293-9200

0-ELKINS
oulh 12th St

753-1713
Furnishings

en Pillow Top
set NEW in
195
121
er

Nturra), ledger & limes Fat
Housing Act Notice
All real estate ads ertised hemp%
sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which make. it
illegal to ad,ertise any preterence, limitation or dNcriminalion Pa*,1 sin race color. witpon
handkap. tamilial status or national ongin. or mientins 10 make an% such preterrml
,
, IIMILIt1011,. ksr disertnimation
State laws forbid discnnunation
in th, sale rental sr ad‘ertising
i,t real oaate baud on tactors in
add Ilion h. thow protected
Linder ',feral la,
We %% ill know ingls a%cept an%
ad% e ttising tor real....WC is bids
is MY in %iolation ot the law, All
per.on, are heretA intormed
that all dh ening.ad% ertned are
as ailable on an equal ,
,pportunit% I'm -is

ho further assistana.

IN lib Fair

Ad,ertnong requirements ,ontact NSA Counsel
NA- won
Rene P

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
iddiririadmir
t. M-F
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

Pool
Pond

Acreage

r.niert! .1110

40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
A/C available 2936430

Air rs_o_uktimesi
40x50 SHOP
with office
1 mile South of
Murray

;). ti r

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109

Hill Electric

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years expenence. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pats Mg.Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONI' TRAVIS

270-293-4256
CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
I we
Call 1w% in at

270-293-4020

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES

U

is

LANDSCAPES
*Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
*Clean Out Existing Beds *Mowing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards •Mowing
Suburbs, Estates & Farms
OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscaoes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup .Tree Damage

Fully insured

Visit
kentu k lake
21(Klefing
r
S417_1

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 How
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licersed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

USED TIRES

TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured
,(270)489-2839

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
General S 41111141 101
•AdditiOn V

*Kitchen% A
RathriNWIS
ne(1,‘
.
•blItirdifee

Call 753-5606

Knightsway
Fri & Sat
8am-2pm

510
Campers

"If you've got lt, we can store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage. 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 24(7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

ON BEA
MINI

.!'41i111111,
All Size Units
812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853
MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation
•Seal coating &
striping

(270)759-0501

Painting interior & enterer
Free Estimates

.2-01 2.10-8580112701 sqk-T-k;

David's Home
Improvement

Greg Mansfield

Garage Door
Sales 8 Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Dort spend you,money out of
state keep it local'
(270)293-8480

HALT'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270) 293-8686

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

64

So. 10th St

Loch Lomond

Saturday
8am-?

Saturday
7am-12pM

Saturday
7am-1pm

YARD SALE
712
3rd Street

YARD SALE
1231
Dogwood Dr

Saturday
7am-?

Saturday
7am-?

Furniture, dishes,
wild life cameras,
plus-size clothes,
men's small jeans,
plus lots more
at great prices!

Still cleaning!
New items;
shoes, purses,
household items,
odds 8 ends

1658 Calloway Ave.
Saturday
7am-2pm
OWENS Food Maricets famous BAR-8-0
Coca Cola Items. beddirea. clothes, plants,
shoes, books. 12 place chine settkv,
cake pans. saver, TY* end Mot mon)

bedding. rugs,
wall decor, quilts
Closet maid system.
curtains & rods.
Dustbuster, kitchen
items, books, toys,
Halloween costumes,
new umbrella stroller

YARD SALE FUNDRAISER
641 North
at Higher Praise
Saturday
6:30am-1:30pm
Items for sale and BBO lunch.

Please come out & support
our Manna ministry.

YARD SALE YARD SALE
Story Ave.
593
Purdom Rd

48 Eyinrude outboard
motor. 1960 Singer
sewing machine. 1950
Briggs a Stratton
generator, ramps,
293-3957 for more into
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ADULT
Meet singles right
now! No paid operators,just real people
like you. Browse
greetings, exchange
messages and conned
live. Try it free. Call
now. 1-888-979-2264
EDUCATIONAL
TRAINING
LOOKING FOR
YOUR Dream Job but need a GEM?
Call 1-800-928-7323
or visit www.facebook.com/KYAdultEd
ucation today. The
GED® test changes
January 1, 2014.
Don't wait!
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE

Contractors Needed
Today! Property
preservation construetion: lock changes,
grass cuts, winterizations & more. We
have volume, work
order basis. Contact
Us:(8131936-2221,
territories(aseaslIc.co

Earn $500 A-Day:
Insurance Agents
Needed; Leads. No
Cold Calls;
Commissions Paid
Daily; Lifetime
Renewals; Complete
Training;
Health/Dental
Insurance; Life
License Required Call
1-888-713-6020
EXTENSION
AGENTS for
Agriculture and
Natural Resources.
Hickman County
AG547297 in Clinton,
KY; McCracken
County AG546909 in
Paducah, KY;
Calloway County
AG548339 in Murray,
KY. BS Degree
required. Apply online
at:

commensurate experience is required and
experience with newspapers is a benefit.
The Kentucky
Journalism
Foundation is affiliated with the Kentucky
Press Association.
This full-time position
offers salary and benefits. Qualified applr
cants only should
send a letter of interest to David T.
Thompson, Kentucky
Press Association, 101
Consumer Lane,
Frankfort, KY 40601.

2
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9
8
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Mobile Homes for
Sale
Mobile Homes with
acreage. Ready to
move in. Seller
Financing with
approved credit. Lots
of room for the price,
3Br 2 Ba. No renters.
859-977-3970
LandHomesExpress.c
om
SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILERSAVE! Starting at
$19.99/month (for 12
months.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels. Free
Equipment,
Installation &
Activation. Call,
Compare Local Deals!
1-800-254-1095.
SWIMMING POOLS
Email for a Wholesale
Do It Yourself Pool
Kit Quote Today!
sales@pleasurepools.c
om 1-800-821-3087
www.pleasurepools.co

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to
drive for Werner
Enterprises! Earn
$750 per week! Local
CDL Training gets
you job ready in 3
weeks! 1-877-2431812
Apply Now! CDL
Drivers in High
Demand! Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck
America Training and
go to work! State WIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available
1st yr. avg. $38 $40,000 per ATA1502)
955-6388 or(866)
244-3644

www.uky.edu/HR/UXJ

obs Deadline is
September 22, 2013.
For assistance call
859-257-1727. The
University of
Kentucky is an equal
opportunity employer
and encourages applications from minorities and women. The
Kentucky Journalism
Foundation, a 5011c)3
non-profit organization based in
Frankfort, has established the position of
Development Director
and is seeking qualified applicants. The
position requires successful experience
with a 501(03 corporation in fund-raising.
A college degree or

Attention Regional &
Dedicated Drivers!
Averitt Offers
Excellent Benefits &
Hometime. CDL-A
req. 888-362-8608.
Recent Grads w/a
CDL-A, 1-5/wks Paid
Training. Apply
online at
AverittCareers.com
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Call Now!
International Truck
Driving School/81H
Trucking Company
Now Taking Students!
No CDL, No Problem!
State MA Program if
qualified or Financing
available. 888-7805539

www.facebook.com/itd
school
Drivers: CDL-A Solo
& Them Drivers
Needed! Top Pay &
Full Benefits Even
More Pay for Hazmat!
New Trucks Arriving
Daily! CDL Grads
Welcome! 800-9422104
www.ibtalMS.com
Drivers - CDL-A
Train and work for
us! Professional,
focused CDL training
available. Choose
Company Driver,
Owner Operator,
Lease Operator or
Lease Trainer, 18771
369-7192
www.CentraMuckDri
vingJobs.com
Flatbed Drivers New
Pay Scale-Start 0e,
.37cpm. Up to .04epm
Mileage Bonus. Home
Weekends Insurance
& 401k Apply 4,
Boydandsons.com
800-648-9915

:
ii
tr
idp
arX

Furniture,
Books,
Lots of items

4

HOME WEEKENDS
Regional Flatbed.
Guarantee Pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits.
0/Ops welcome.
Heavy haul available.
Call today for details
800-554-5661 ext.331
www.tbttransport.jobs
NDL Seeking CDL-A
Soloqz Teams!
Choose your own
Home Time! Solos: up
to 44cpm. Teams: up
to 54cpm. No Touch
Freight.
Medical/Dental/Life
1nsurance. 1-Year
Recent Verifiable
Experience,
877.334.9677.
www.Drive4NDL.com
Need Class A CDL
Training? Start a
Career in trucking
today! Swift
Academies offer PTDI
certified courses and
offer "Best-In-Class"
*New Academy
Classes Weekly No
Money Down or
Credit Check
*Certified Mentors
Ready and Available
*Paid (While Training
With Mentor)
*Regional and
Dedicated
Opportunities *Great
Career Path
*Excellent Benefits
Package Please Call:
15201 226-9007
Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/Independent
Contractors!
Immediate Placement
Available. Best
Opportunities in the
Trucking Business.
Call Today 800-2770212 or
www.primeinc.com
WEDDING GOWNS
WEDDING GOWN
Warehouse Supersale.
Over 600 wedding
gowns below wholesale. Bridesmaids,
loo! Sept. 13-15,
Friday 11-7 CDT.
Saturday 10-6,
Sunday 1-5. Glasgow,
Ky. www.regiss.com
.
or 270-659-2487 for
information, inventory listing. Cash only,

(beside Uppercuts)

(off Hwy 80)

Fri & Sat
6:30am-2pm
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Gentle Drive

No Early Birds
Professional trucking
items comFound
bo wicker tagare,
Lots of boy
°oak _tor ntet.
clothes, infant &
sorge Foreman
toddler,
women's
Ill.Breadrnaker,
clothes(sm/med),
s ow cooker,
toys, books, houseKirby vac,
kitchen, household
hold items
& home decor items.
& much more

6
8
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2
7
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Local cable advertising business has used
insertion equipment
Will Do Insurance Work for sale. One Sony
V-sa & MasterCa,e Acceveci BetaCam SP UVW1600. One Sony
BetaCam SP UVW1800. Six AdTec Duet
NIPEG 2 Commercial
Inserter and five
Soloist 2 Broadcast
YEARRY'S Tree and MPEG 2 Player. 502Lawn Service.Licensed 348-9003 ext.119
and insured. Free esti- between 8a.m.-5p.m.
.Mon.-Fri.
mates. 436-2562,
227-0267
HELP WANTED

YARD SALE
1621

(North Villa Sub)

3

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

YARD SALE
115

YARD SALE

Boats & Motors

NEW, STILL IN THE
CRATE! 2013 Nissan 2
cyl 4 stroke, outboard
motor (8 h.p.) You
would get the full factory
warranty! List.
$2200, I paid $1700.
sell for $1300. Moving.
must sell
(270)227-9384

Drywall hanging & finishing

24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

lawn
furniture, antiques,
exercise equipment,
baby, men's &
womens clothing,
household items,
lots of misc.

(Hazel)
FOR SALE: My 2001
Coachmen 32ft travel
trailer, (bumper-pull),
with one large pullout.
Very solid and beautiful.Good for the road or
campsite. Book is
about $9,000: I'm moving: sell for $6,800
(270) 227-9384

Fully Insured

GARAGE & YARD SALE DIRECTORY
1ST TIME
YARD SALE
18

5.4
engine. Low miles
Grey body and Century
cap. Many extras. See
to appreciate. $15,750
OBO 759-1087.

Rushing's Painting
& Drywall, LLC

tiC

40 yrs. experience

(270)226-5444

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

F-150 4x4, XLT

Zach 270-873-7700
Daod 270-227-1106
AL_ShoVes Hand Niletl

Plaster repairs

FUTRELL'S

it tql..rd etT
Auto Parts

Over 28 Years
Experience

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077

GARLANt
RENTAL

7
4
5
1
9
6
2
8
3
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PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Decks & Porches

270-873-9916

3BR, IBA. garage &
shop on 2 large lots
2.5mi. west of Murray.
270-753-0531 leave
msg.
4 Bedroom 2 Bath 1.5
story brick, great location in Murray. Large
Fenced in backyard.
$139,900. View at
www.capthay.wix,corn/
welcomehomepoplar
By owner. 48R, 2.5BA,
large fenced backyard,
in
city
district,
2125sg.ft. 293-1892
convenience;
City
country atmosphere.
4/2 .Many upgrades.
Screened porch. 2 car
attached garage, 1 car
detached/shop. Large,
beautifully landscaped
lot $179,000.
270 753-7292.

5
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Wallpaper hanging & rem% al

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
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Need References? Got 'em!

Give me a call - lii give you a quote!

Answer to previous puzzle

•••

7

Industrial/CessinerdaUlesideseal
lames C. Gallimore
WW W..ECLI.C.NET

(270) 759-0890

2
6
7
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6_5
4 7 9
31
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Voted Most
Reasonable!

3

9

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

B) Moe. Urcen

4i

8

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Ensured
All jobs - big or
small

r

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Concepts Sudoku

Free Estimates

Ky Lake
Remodeling
••••• ••••••4
11

SUDOKU

270-293-1924

4 PARTY YARD SALE

293-4430
answer

ROOFING

iii,11,
1r11;

House
Shop

iveriNan
McCUISTON
Licensed & Insured

Home &

A&F Warehousing
$20-50
753-7668

,PPLIANCES

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
276-705-4859
430
Real Estate

340
Houses For Rent

Near MSU

1RGE
ECTION

PSIS Supplies

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 94 grid wail
several given numbers The obiatl 655 place the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
34 box contains the same number only once The detcuity level
of the Concepte StIOOku increasee from monciay to Sunday

YARD SALE DEADLINES
Tuesday edition - Monday @ 8
Wednesday edition - Monday @11
Thursday edition - Tuesday @ 12
Friday edition - Wednesday CL11
Saturday edition - Thursday @ 11

COMICS / FEATURES
Safe cycling practices get
short shrift from bike riders

12 • 1. riday, September 13, 2013

Looking Back
lea years ago
Officials from Murray State
University. as well as state and
local officials, were pictured participating in a groundbreaking
ceremony Thursday for the
Regional Center for Emerging
Technology, to be constructed at
the corner of the Ky. 121 Bypass
and North 16th Street in Murray.
Linda Weatherford and Terry
James talked about- the services
they provide to military personnel
and families through the Fort
Campbell Soldier/Family Health
Readiness Program at a meeting
of the Murray Lions Club. They
were pictured with Ken Claud.
club president.
Woodmen of the World Lodge
827 and Youth Lodge 817 presented an American flag to the
Calloway County Public Library.
Pictured were CCPL director Ben
Graves, Molly Anderson of
Colleen
817. and
Lodge
Anderson of Lodge 827.
Rotary Club of Murray member
David Taylor was pictured examining a plaque he received for
being named a Paul Harris
Fellow. Also pictured were district governor Bill Miller and
Murray president Dr. Thomas
Auer.
Twenty years ago
During the Murray State
University Founders' Day ceremony. Golden Horseshoe awards
were to be presented to James
Davis. Wilson Gantt. Pat
McCuiston and Dan Shipley.
Vickie Knight. of Coldwater.
was crowned TOPS Queen for
the state of Kentucky. She was a,
member of Chapter #KY 336 at
Benton.
Births reported included a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Shane Freeland.
Aug. II.
Murray High School senior
Sara Fitts was pictured breaking
through a pack of Henry County
defenders during a recent soccer

game.
Recent winners of golf scramble play at the Oaks Country Club
were Laura Parker, Bobbie Burks.
Sue Veazey and Terry Shertzer.
Thirty years ago
The new section of Ky.94 from
east city limits eastward to a distance of 0.87 miles was to be
open to traffic at 10 a.m. on Sept.
14. The project. started last fall,
included three bridges across
Clarks River and the two sloughs.
Mary Ryan. fifth grade teacher
and former administrator in the
Murray Independent School
System, was named to the
Kentucky for Excellence in
Education Task Force.
Forty years ago
Murray High School band
directors and officers for the
school year were Joe Sills,
Martha McMullin. Mike Conner.
Beth Wilson. Amanda Buice.
Debbie McMullin, Van Herndon.
Pat Baggett and James Light.
Pictured were Red Cross volunteers Mrs. Alberta Griffith and
Mrs. Della Taylor.
Fifty years ago
Councilman Prentice Lassiter
presented a list of streets to be
paved at the meeting of the
Murray City Council.
Mr. Bill Clark Thomas.recently
appointed as a missionary to
Malaya by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board, was to
speak at the First Baptist Church
on Sunday.
Lucy Alderdice and Hollie
Alderdice were elected worthy
matron and worthy patron respectively of Temple Hill Chapter No.
511 Order of the Eastern Star.
Sixty years ago
Calloway County farmers were
taken on a haywagon tour of the
test demonstration farm of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Chambers.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre
was "Abbott and Costello Go To
Mars."

DEAR ABBY: Now that California law prohibits drivers from
using cellphones and testing while
driving, an additional issue needs
to be addressed and acted upon.
Bicyclists are supposed to abide
by the vehicle codes, too, but
they rarely do -- and that includes
not wearing
proteCtive
gear.
I'm now
seeing people
on bikes testing, talking
while riding
and routinely
ignoring stop
signs. Disappointingly. I
never
have
seen a single
Abigail
By
rider pulled
Van Buren
over or ticketed for doing this. How many
lives must be destroyed or lost
before the police start enforcing
penalties for the danger these people cause to others? -- CARING
SACRAMENTO.
READER.
CALIF.
DEAR CARING READER:
You're asking something I have
been asking myself for some time.
I understand that teenagers may
think they're immortal as they
whiz along the streets, but the
adults I see weaving in and out
and ignoring stop signs are old
enough to know better.
Many cities promote bicycling
as a way to mitigate traffic congestion and encourage a healthier. more active lifestyle. Police may
ignore the infractions because they
have more serious crimes to attend
to. Or perhaps they have been
instructed to do so. (If members
of law enforcement would like to
address this. I'd love to hear from
you.)
While I'm on the subject of
cyclists. I should mention my own
concern about riders who wear dark
clothing and ride after dark. Not
all neighborhoods are well lit. and
I have seen near misses because
of it.

Dear Abby

Meredith. a black student, declaring in a televised address, "We
will not drink from the cup of
genocide."
In 1970, the first New York
City Marathon was held; winner
Gary Muhrcke finished the 26.2mile run, which took place entirely inside Central Park, in 2:31:38.
In 1971, a four-day inmates'
rebellion at the Attica Correctional Facility in western New York
ended as police and guards stormed
the prison; the ordeal and final
assault claimed the lives of 32
inmates and II employees.
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AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT LOOK THAT
YOU'RE PROJECTING IN IT.

SORRY FOR LAUGHING, PAP,
IT 5 JUST THAT YOUR OUTFIT
LOOKS RPICULOUS.

KIND OF HALF SANDWICH
BOARD, HALF CREW
MATADOR.
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NEW PANTS

r CLOTHES SHOPPING
15 FUN, ISN'T IT,
GARFIELD?

4116 SO CHEER

BRIGHTEN
THE PAY

I HATE
MY

Ark

foods with salt

DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm trying to cut back on salt in my
diet. Can you help me get started'? Where does most of the salt
in my diet come from'?
DEAR READER: You may
be surprised to hear that, for
most Americans. just 10 types
of food deliver almost half of
daily
our
sodium.
111••••
Here's the list:
DEAR ABBY: My son serves
-- breads
area
on a ship in the Navy in an
rolls
and
known for terrorism. People who
cold
know this tell me how safe his
cuts/cured
ship is, how strong the US. milmeats
itary is, etc.
-- pizza
PLEASE, people. when I (or
-- poultry
anyone else who has a family mem-- soups
ber in the military) ask for prayers
hamor express concern, do NOT offer
burgers and
these platitudes. Understand that
By
our fears are real, and so are our
other sandDr. Anthony
tears.
wiches
Komaroff
Offer a hug, a hand-squeeze
cheese
say you will pray for us -- but
pasta mixed dishes
understand that until our loved ones
meat mixed dishes
are back on U.S. soil, our fears
chips, pretzels and other
and tension won't lessen. Unless
savory snacks
you have been in our shoes, you
(For children ages 2 to 5, hot
can't know how we feel when we
and sausages come in at
dogs
watch the news because we have
3.)
No.
no true idea of what is going on.
At first glance, it seems odd
Our military family members can't
breads and rolls top the list.
that
(or
no
tell us. and often we have
After all, they aren't nearly as
limited) contact with them. I cry.
salty as chips or cheese. But
alone often.
we eat breads and rolls
since
for
his
son
my
of
proud
I am
more often, the modest amounts
service and even encouraged it,
of sodium they contain add up.
but this is a rough time for me
The body needs some sodiand others who are in this situum to function,but too much sodiation. -- MILITARY MOTHER
DEAR MILITARY MOTHum can increase blood pressure
ER: Thank you for writing. Many
and make the kidneys work hardpeople are uncomfortable when
er. High blood pressure is a leadthey encounter an emotional siting cause of stroke, heart attack.
uation and don't know what to
heart failure, kidney disease and
say. Their impulse is to "make it
more.
better." not realizing that someAmericans take in an avertimes a gesture is more eloquent
age of 3,266 milligrams of sodithan words can be.
um a day, or about I 1/2 teaI agree that when a loved one
of salt. That's well above
spoons
is in harm's way, it is an emotarget of 2,300 milhealthy
the
tional roller-coaster ride for all conligrams a day, or 1 teaspoon.
cerned -- the parents, the siblings,
And some authorities say that
the spouses and the children of
the target of 2.300 milligrams a
our servicemen and -women.

--

Dr. Komareff

LIFE

THE
SCENT OF
HOME
Dear
Heloise:
After reading
your column
about how to
find a LOST
PET, I just
had to send
an idea that has successfully
been implemented in our area
several times.
Leave an article of clothing
with your scent in an area where
your pet was last seen. Check
the area several times a day to
see if your dog is sitting there
— with the scent of his or her
owner. — Ellen D., Bow. N.H.
Good advice! Also, if your
pet must be hospitalized or spend
the night away, the same hint
works! I send a T-shirt or bath
towel with Cabbie. — Heloise
CLEAN CHALKBOARD
Dear Heloise: Help! My son
accidentally wrote with crayon
on his chalkboard. How can I
remove it? — Wendy in Alabama
Don't stress, Wendy, help is
here! Sprinkle a damp (water
only) sponge with some baking

day is too high. For people at
risk for heart disease, kidney disease and stroke -- such as people with high blood pressure or
diabetes -- a target of 1.500 milligrams a day is better.
As you cut down on salt in
your diet, the first logical step
is to limit or avoid the foods
on the "top 10" list. Next, be
mindful when you shop for groceries or eat in restaurants.
The most sodium-heavy foods
we eat tend to be processed
foods. So minimize canned or
prepared foods, as well as foods
that are salted, smoked or cured,
such as cold cuts, bacon and
cheese. You can always check
the Nutrition Facts label on packaged food in supermarkets to see
how much salt is in a prepared
food.
Be careful that you determine
what the Nutrition Facts label considers a "serving." A can may
say there are 500 milligrams of
sodium in a "serving," leading you
to think that means 500 milligrams
in the whole can. But most of
the time, the can will contain
several servings. This may seem
like obvious advice. but I'm surprised by how many of my
patients don't look at the definition of "serving" that's on the
label.
Replace processed foods with
foods made from scratch. Eat
more vegetables and fruits.
Replace salt with herbs, spices
and flavorings. When you eat
out, if possible, ask that your
food be made without salt. At
chain restaurants, menus that list
nutrition information can help
you choose wisely.
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(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

by
Heloise

_soda and scrub the chalkboard.
It might take a little elbow grease,
but this should remove the crayon marks. While you are at it.
give the entire chalkboard a
scrub, and it will look brandnew. Rinse and wipe dry. For
other usesfor baking soda, order
my Baking Soda Hints and
Recipes pamphlet by sending $5
and a -long. self-addressed..
stamped (66 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O. Box
795001, San Antonio, TX 782795001. Baking soda makes a great
nonabrasive cleaner. Sprinkle a
damp sponge with it and go to
town on stainless steel, kitchen
sink and stovetops. — Heloise
TRAVEL HINT
Dear Heloise: For those who
travel a lot on business: I carry
a little blue cloth bag that came
with a bottle of liquor. Put keys,
wallet and other valuables in
the bag, and place it in your
briefcase prior to the airport
screening process. When you
get to a convenient location,
just empty the bag. You'll never
leave anything behind or lose
it. — A Reader, Omaha, Neb.
HEAVY-DUTY HAIR
Dear Heloise: I have very
thick hair and was having a
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I CAN'T HELP IT

I'VE BECOME
ALLER64C TO PEOPLE!

hard time keeping it secure in
a ponytail. If I use two rubber
bands when I put my hair up.
it helps keep it up. A simple
hint, but it has helped me a
lot. I don't have to spend a ton
of time redoing my hair several times a day. — R.K. in Rhode
Island
COTTON COMFORT
Dear Heloise: Sometimes
when I am wearing dresses. I
feel like I need a little extra
support or coverage underneath.
I bought a couple of cotton bike
shorts at the store in different
colors. I can easily slip them
on underneath a dress. It gives
me support while still allowing
me to breathe. — Joyce in Illinois
BLANK CHECKS
Dear Heloise: How many
times have you gone to write a
check and had no more blank
checks? When I put a new pad
of checks in my checkbook. I
take a sticky note and place it
in where there are only three
blank checks left so I'll know
when to put in the next pad.
— M.G., Burlington. N.D.
(c)2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
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32
34
35
36
38
39
40
41

Fence part
Group of players
Player
Hand costs
Blender setting
Carried
Inventor Whitney
Stupid
Gains in abundance
Tease
Stringency
X on a letter
Dijon denial
Shark symbol
Periodicals, for short
Forehead cover
One-million link
Alfalfa's group
Tap, as savings
Arthur on TV
Love, to Luigi
Steak choice
Writer Sontag
Stopped completely
Dispatch
Really impresses
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Hints From Halalse

in Philadelphia.
By the Associated Press
Today is Friday. Sept. 13. the . In 1948. Republican Margaret
256th day of 2013. There are 109 Chase Smith of Maine was electdays left in the year. The Jewish ed to the U.S. Senate; she became
Day of Atonement. Yom Kippur. the first woman to serve in both
houses of Congress.
begins at sunset.
In 1959. Elvis Presley first met
Today's Highlight in History:
On September 13. 1788, the his future wife. 14-year-old PriscilCongress of the Confederation la Beaulieu, while stationed in
authorized the first national elec- West Germany with the U.S. Army.
tion, and declared New York City (They married in 1967, but
divorced in 1973.)
the temporary national capital.
In 1962. Mississippi Gov. Ross
- On this date:
In 1803. Commodore John Bamett rejected the U.S. Supreme
Barry. considered by many the Court's order for the University
father of the American Navy, died of Mississippi to admit James

,••.- •
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Avoid the 'top ten' list of

Although dark colors are fashionable, wouldn't it make sense
for people who ride at night to
wear jackets with reversible linings in a lighter color? (I have
seen a few with fluorescent trim,
but there haven't been many.) And
if drivers are pulled over for broken or missing headlights or taillights, shouldn't the same be true
for bicyclists'?

Today in History

ESIX EVY Et
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1
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3
4
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7
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17
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27
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Copier need
Eye-related
Model activity
Sandal sight
Plane part
Shortly, in poems
Affecting adversely
Court action
Logic
Likely winners
Polite address
They may be inflated
Throne occupant
Remote
He had the golden touch
Hostility
Save
Allergy symptom

Without break
Airport areas
Hormuz's nation
Lyricist Gershwin
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31
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37
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RINSE
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SNIPS

NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4.75 jchecklm ol to
Thomas Joseph Book 1. PO Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475
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PREP VOLLEYBALL: MURRAY HIGH 3, MARSHALL CO. 2

Statement win
MURRAY HIGH NOTCHES FIRST
WIN IN PROGRAM HISTORY OVER
MARSHALL COUNTY
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By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

RICKY MARTIN I Ledger & Times

Murray High's Chelsey Delaney returns a Marshall County
serve during the second set of Thursday night's 4th
District match at Tiger Gym.

Murray High needed a statement win.
Thursday night. it came.
For the first time in school
history. the Lady Tigers beat
Marshall County, capping off a
five-set thriller with a 15-11 win
in the final game.
"This was just huge." Murray
High head coach Clare Boggess
said. "It's huge for the girls, and
of course you always want to
win at home, so to beat them
here is very special.
"We've worked very hard, we
struggled in the first part of the
season and then at All 'A' we

next two sets in impressive
style, fashioning a pair of 25-15
and 25-11 wins to take a 2-1
lead.
Murray High led 17-4 at one
point in the third set, and with
came together. We found our the way they dominated the
unity and today we dug deep and game, Boggess was confused
when the Lady Tigers didn't exefound that will to win."
It wasn't easy for the Lady cute well to begin the fourth.
"I was a little disappointed
Tigers, however.
because we went to being a little
Marshall County took the
bit flat again." she said. "We
first set 25-16, and according to
maintained and traded points
Boggess.caught the Lady Tigers
back and forth, but it just wasn't
off guard.
enough for us there."
"In the first game I think we
Marshall took the fourth set
just came out a little flat," she 25-17, but with things tied at 4said. "We played them in a 4 in the final game, Murray
scrimmage and I think we were High used a 4-0 run to take comexpecting that team to show up. mand, holding off a late Lady
They are full of athletes though, Marshal push for the win.
and (Marshall County head
"The heat in the gym is a faccoach) Dan (Langhi) knows tor for visiting teams," Boggess
how to coach, he knows how to said. "It can wear them down, I
'win and he's gotten them better." think. We love the heat because
The Lady Tigers took the we practice in it everyday, and
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MISSOURI STATE AT MURRAY STATE
SATURDAY•6 P.M.•ROY STEWART STADIUM

Racers
ready for
first FCS
opponent
Sure, Saturday's home tilt
with Missouri State is a measuring stick for Chris Hatcher and
Murray State.
After opening the season
with FBS Missouri in Columbia
Aug. 31, then hosting NAIA
Campbellsville last Saturday,it's
fair to assume the Racers have
circled this game all along as a
date to finally get serious about
football.
The only problem with that
assumption?
"We prepare the same way
we always do,no matter who we
play," running back Duane
Brady said.
And there's good reason to
believe him.
Brady tied a school record
with four rushing touchdowns in
the first half alone against the
Tigers last week, and said even
though Missouri State is the first
FCS foe for the Racers this season, little changed in the week
leading up to kick off.
"We are going to do what we
do best," he said. "That doesn't
change with who we play. We
are going to press the tempo,run
,The ball, throw the ball, throw
screens -- we are just going to do
what we do.
"That, and come back and
play even harder than we did last
week."
Which could come as nervewracking news for the Bears.
The Racers posted a modernday record 83 points last
against
Saturday
even
Campbellsville, and
though Hatcher is anticipating a
program on par with his own,he
sure did like the results the last
111See RACERS, 14A

Saturday
111111111

S See VOLLEYBALL, 14A

PREP SOCCER

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
How many
ne to write a
more blank
t a new pad
checkbook. I
and place it
e only three
SO I'll know
he next pad.
on, N.D.

so it was important for us to
defend our home floor."
Maddie Waldrop finished
with a team-high 18 kills to go
with eight blocks, and Boggess
said Waldrop's impressive night
was in large part due to the play
of her back line.
"The important thing about
Maddie getting kills, is that
means the passing game is coming together," Boggess said.
"The back court allowed Maddie
Waldrop to shine tonight, as
well as the setters. ...While

Murray State vs.
Missouri State
When:8pm
Where: Roy Stewart Stadium Murray,
Ky
WFGS. 103 7 FM
Video: OVC Digital Network
Series: Murray State leads 6-1
Last Meeting: Murray State WO!, 28-23
at Mis.901111 State
Records: Murray State 1-1 (0-0, OVC),
Missoun State 0-2 (0-0, MVFC)

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray High Lady Tigers
showed Thursday they have ever
intention of keeping their grip on
girls 1st Region soccer.
Unfortunately for Murray,
they were forced to hold on a little too long and a little too tight
Thursday.
Graves
County's
Jamie
Gamble scored in the final minute
of overtime Thursday to give the
Lady Eagles a 4-3 win over
Murray.
The No. I2-ranked Lady
Eagles scored the win but had to
hold off a stubborn Murray High
squad who fell behind 3-0 eleven
minutes into the match only to
rally and send the game into overtime.
Murray,the three-time defending regional champions. suffered
their first district loss since 2010.
Murray is 4-2-2 and I-I in 2nd
District action.
"I'm extremely proud of the
girls," Murray coach Lauren
Kelly said. "They say that 2-0 is
the most dangerous lead you can
have and 3-0 is something that
you can't come back from. But
they battled to the end."
The first two Lady Eagle goals
came off corner kicks with
Destiny White and Allie Darnell
finishing for Graves County.
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Kaitlin Rogers scored in the 11th
Racer linebacker Chavez Sims'four sacks against Campbellsville set a school record last Saturday.
minute to put Graves up 3-0.
Murray finally got on the
board with 13 minutes remaining
in the half on a goal by Shelby
Keith and Alex Pologruto brought
MHS to within a goal at the half
at 3-2.
Murray carried the play in the
second half, finally tieing the
match midway through the second half when Keith scored from
the top of the box off a setup from
"Permanence, perse- jet-black etching. there's a names of five mid-year motivated me."
84 tackles, six Kennedy Jones.
Sims
logged
of
the
Fobr
were
signees.
swear
has
world
Sims
could
persistance
verance and
Murray continued to carry the
defensive line/linebacker vari- sacks, two tackles-for-loss and
in spite of all obstacles, turned against him.
instead turned him- ety, including Sims, who two forced fumbles in two play but could not post the equalHe
has
and
discouragements
before then was told he'd never years at Jones, showing the izer. Murray goalie Meredith
self against the world.
impossibilities: It is this,
type of resolve that Hatcher Purdom also had 14 stops to keep
play again.
———
that in all things distinhoped could cure the Racers' Graves off the board.
———
"We just couldn't stop
The Lady Tigers also were
guishes a strong soulfrom them."
A town of 285 people at last anemic pass rush.
playing without Callie Adams,
wasn't
the
smooth
transi•
It
central
south
the weak."
in
The words of Chris Hatcher, count
tion Sims was hoping for, how- who missed the game due to a
-Thomas Carlyle moments after his football Mississippi, Mize is best ever.
foot injury. Lily Ramey returned
team's 55-24 loss to No. 18 known for its annual watermelin the back and solidified the Sims
Arriving
in
January,
in on festival.
Kentucky
Eastern
By RICKY MARTIN
Murray defense.
with
learning
the
It was a hard place for the 6- was pressed
Richmond, Ky. on Nov. 10 last
Sports Editor
"We got Lily Ramey back full
of
recently-hired
scheme
foot-2,225 pound Sims to hide.
year.
speed
and having her in the back
coordinator Dennis
A standout at Mize High defensive
"They just whipped us up
was tremendous. She was solid."
Its more than a tattoo.
Therrell.
Kelly said.
More than black ink on the front," he said. "That was just a School, Sims starred at Jones
A pink-eye virus effectively
County Junior College just 32
Thursday's match also feaarm of a man with skin thick total beat down."
ended his spring, however,
The loss ended the Racers miles southeast of his home- keeping Sims not only out of tured the tint meeting of the Lady
enough to make an elephant
Tigers and former coach Mickey
hopes for a third-straight win- town.
blush.
practice, but away from the McCuiston, who moved to
Everything appeared on
It's a reminder of something ning season and showcased
football offices entirely.
Graves County in late June. And
that, ironically, he could never perhaps the team's most glaring track, until he ran into
There was also a concussion Kelly admitted the Lady Tigers
Community
Delta
Mississippi
weakness
—
a
pass
rush.
forget.
sprinkled in for good measure. were a little over hyped preparing
By the next spring, Hatcher College and a gruesome knee
When Chavez Sims glances
Despite the missed time, to face their former boss.
injury.
down at the clasped hands on had signed reinforcements.
Sims somehow worked his way
"They all know Mickey and it
When he announced the
"The doctor told me I wasn't into a crucial role for the
his right bicep, he sees more
footthan an expression of art or 2013 recruiting class on Feb. 5, going to be able to play
O See LADY TIGERS, 14A
II See SIMS, 14A
emotion. In the four inches of Hatcher also released the ball anymore," he said. "That
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From Page 13A
was very hard tor them because
he knows what they can do. And
he coaches his players on what
they can do," Kelly said. "He's
seem them before. He knew
exactly what they were going
And while Murray came out
on the short end of the score,they
showed they' are still in the mix
for a fourth straight regional
crown. They visit Calloway
County Saturday for a 5 p.m kickoff

Murray Ledger & Times

Graves shuts out Murray 4-0
Sponsored by
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray High Tigers
dropped a 4-0 decision at Graves
County Thursday.
But even though the score
was disappointing, Murray High
coach Martin Son saw something he liked.
"When we play with effort

like we had tonight. we've got
the potential to be a dangerous
team," Son said.
Danny Valencia scored with
24 minutes left in the first half to
give Graves County a 1-0 lead.
The Eagles got on the board
again early in the second on a
score by lssac Morris.
Morris finally put Graves up
3-0 midway through the second

Stuart Alexander

hald and Graves added a late
goal.
But coming off a disappointing loss at Massac County
Monday. Son thought the Tigers
made strides.
"I'm proud of the way the
boys played," Son said. "This
was a tremendous effort."
Murray visits Calloway
County Saturday.

1/0/ Hwy Ill North flypat‘
Murray. Kentucky
cool
stilart
(270)753-4703

K FISAA
Prep Boys Soccer
Thursday
Graves Co 4 Murray 0
Caldwell Co 1
7,
Co
Calloway
Mayfield 4, Ballard Memorial 2
Marshall Co 5. Ft Campbell 2
Paducah Tilghman at McCracken Co
5 45 p m
University Heights 1 Trigg Co 1

Sims...
From Page 13A
Racers by the time fall camp
opened in August.
He had only begun to be
tested.
———
Jeanelle Sims had been on
dialysis for five years before
her son Chavez signed with the
Racers.
."She was in and out of the
hospital," he recalls. "One day,
her heart stopped."
For Chavez, there were' no
words.
His mother was simply his
foundation — the nurturing
support group every young
man needs, and the one that
e%ery young man should be as
blessed to have.
"When her heart stopped,
she lost oxygen to her brain
and it caused her to lose brain
function. They put her on life
support and she lived on for a

"It's a mind thing," he says
laughing. "Everything we do is
a.mind thing. Every single day
I wake up and I thank God for
blessing me to see another day.
I tell myself that I'm going to
be better at everything I do,
whether it's being a leader,
being a great student or helping
others and giving them
advice."
What about football?
"Oh yeah, and football," he
says with a smile. "Can't forget
about football. Have to continue to keep getting better at
that."
Sims will line up at linebacker tonight against Missouri
State, ready for his first game
against an FCS opponent.
He says he's not sure what to
expect, but for a guy who's
been surprised at every turn,
he's not worried at all.
"(Missouri State) is great,"
he said. "But I can be better."

pretty good time. We decided
to take it off and let nature take
its course."
As Chavez was fighting for
his niche in Murray, his mother
was fighting for life in
Mississippi.
"God is going to do his job.
regardless," Chavez said.
"there's nothing anyone else
can do. We came to the conclusion that she was tired and it
was time for her to rest."
At 22-years-old and in the
thick of fall camp. Chavez lost
his motRer.
"I thank her every day for
being the mother that she was."
he said. "She raised me for the
man that I am today.
"It's been tough. but you
know what they say, life isn't
easy. It's all about going back
and giving God your problems
and letting him do the work. I
lost an important person in my
life, but knowing she is in a

better place watching down on
me makes it easier."
•
———
Just a handful of weeks after
Jeanelle's passing. Sims is
making his presence known for
the Racers.
Saturday. his four sacks
against Campbellsville set the
Murray State record.
Sims has found his I20-yard
long sanctuary, and on his right
arm, the two clasped hands
with leanelle' written in eleunderneath
cursive
gant
accompanies him in everything
he does.
"Football has helped me be
able to take my aggressiveness
and emotion out on other people," he said. "It's not my team=
mates,so as long as I'm in position to help them. I have no
problem."
And for someone who has
been through so much. Sims'
optimism radiates.

our preparation needs to be better than it has been."
Murray State leads the alltime series with the Bears 6-1,
but the last two meetings -Racer wins -- have been too
close for comfort for Hatcher.
The Racers broke a slew. of
school records in 2010. defeating Missouri State 72-59 at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Trailing 59-52
midway through the 4th quarter.
Murray State scored 20 unanswered points in just over a
minute, becoming the first [VS
program in history to boast a
(Casey
passer
500-yard
Brockman)'. a 200 yard receiver
(Marcus Harris) and a 200-yard
rusher(Mike Harris) in the same
game.
The two team's most recent

meeting, however,came with far us. bad for them. Then last year
we had to make an interception
•
less fire power.
Last season in Springfield. late in the game to seal the deal
Jaamal Berry snagged a quick on that one,so it's going to be a
screen from Brockman and took very tough ballgame, we are
it 15 yards to the house, pushing going in expecting that."
One familiar face from last
the Racers in the lead for goml.
Brandon Wicks would intercept year's rain-soaked game missing
a pass in waning minutes. and this time around is Missouri
Murray State would •hold on for State running back Ryan
Heaston. One of the Bears' top
a 28-23 win.
All told. Hatcher isn't sure play makers. Heaston posted
what to expect this time around. 138 all-purpose yards against
"Missouri State looks pretty Murray State a year ago, but sufagainst
injury
an
similar to what we've seen the fered
past couple of years. and both of Northwestern State in Missouri
those games have come down to State's opener that's had him
the wire," he said. "We had the sidelined since.
Even with the loss of
high-scoring shootout back in
Hatcher said he Sees a
Heaston,
that
game
a
was
that
and
2010
came down to a few mishaps on balanced Missouri State team on
the special teams, good plays for film.

Prep Gide Soccer
Thursday
Graves Co 4. Murray 3
Trigg Co 5 Calloway Co 0
Ballard Memorial 7. Mayfield 1
McCracken Co 5 Paducah Tilghman 0
St Mary 10, Crittenden Co 0

Prep Volleyball'
Thursday
Murray High 3 Marshall Co 2
Mayfield 0
2
Galloway Co
Fulton Co at Carlisle Co 6 p m

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursdays Games
Oakland 8 Minnesota 2
N r Yankees 6 Baltimore 5
t A Angels 4 Toronto 3

gui

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Mama 6 Miami 1
Washington 7, N Y Mets 2
Pittsburgh 3 Chicago Cubs 1
Phriadelptva 10, San Diego 5
Milwaukee 5 St Louis 3
Sari Francisco at LA Dodgers 10 10
pm

From Page 13A
Maddie stands out, it's the
importance of the team to make
her look that good."
Maddie Cohoon had 15
assists and eight digs, while
Aisha Fields added 16 digs to
lead the Lady Tigers. Sarah
Fitzer finished with 5 kills and
two solo blocks.

The Lady Tigers will travel to
Carlisle County Monday, then
face Fulton City, one of the 1st
Region's top teams Thursday.
"We have to expand on this,"
Boggess said. "Beating Marshall
County for the first time is huge,
but we have to make sure that
we continue getting better and
we don't let this be our last big
win of the season."

"They do a good job of mixing in the passing game with the
rim," he said. "They are just a
solid team, and it shows when
you watch the film on them."
The Bears have one of the top
defensive lines amongst FCS
opponents the Racers will face
all year. despite allowing nearly
250 rushing yards per game on
the ground through the first two
weeks of the season.
"I know they are good up
front," Brady said,"so i feel like
a lot of us are a lot more focused
this go around. We have had a
lot more hard work coming out
on the field."
Racer left guard Zach
Littlefield won't play this week.
but Hatcher said the sophomore
could return as early as next

week. Robert Olive will get his
third start this season in relief,
and other than some bumps and
bruises. Murray State is healthy
Saturday.
into
heading
Defensive backs John Therrell
and Corey Addison were held
the
of
most
for
out
Campbellsville -game with
minor leg injuries, but both
practiced in full this week without limitations.
"I like where we are at,"
Hatcher said. "I like our team. I
like our attitude, but we still do
need a few guys to step up and
perform like they are capable of
performing. We need them
because we are heading into the
meat of our schedule "
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time NItirra) State hit the turf.
"I kind of like playing the
NIIA teams." he said with a
disrespect to
grin. "No
Campbellsville. they have a
good football team. but I liked
the outcome of that game. I
.would like to have a lot more of
those.
"But with Missouri State. we
get to see how we stack up
against a team at our level. We
really don't talk too much about
the opponent. we talk all the
time that it's a faceless opponent Our goal is to be the best
we can he each week, prepare
the best we can prepare each
week. That's something we are
really stressing this week, that

Ballard Memorial 3 Community Chnsban
2
Fulton City 3 St Mary 0
Graves Co 3 Christian Fellowship 0
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2014 Jeep
Grand Cherokee

Too,

$500
BONUS CASH

Dal
in addition to any and all other incentives on all

The Ns

NEW 2013 and 2014 Jeep
Grand Cherokees, Patriots and Compasses

Saturday,
Sept. 14

through September 16, 2013.

Satui
high ne
to 11 m
Satui
a low
east wii

vs.
Missouri State'
at 6:00 PM
Gates open
at 4.30 PKA

IT'S A FAMILY AFFAIR AT 'THE TRACK'
POST-GAME FIREWORKS!
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1400 North 12th Street • Murray • 270-753-6448
www.davidtaylorchrysler.com

